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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
NEED OF THE STUDY
English as a part of the Seoondary School curriculum in India,
as well as in any other country, plays a dual role.

It serves

first in its own right as a body of knowledge which contributes to
the cultural education of the individual.

Seoondly it serves as a

tool subject to supply the skills of communioation needed by the
student in getting along in different sooial groups in approaching
the future as a literate adult.
As a cultural subject, English has much to offer.

Not only

does it serve to acquaint the student with his literary heritage,
but through literature he is helped to see life, to know good from
eVil, to understand the ideals

toward~

which the society atrives,

and to appreciate the trials and successes of his fellowman.
~s

It

possible through the study of English for a student to develop

an aesthetic appreciation of words, linguistics, and literature.
The skills taught in English are utilized immediately by the
student as he pursues his high-school education.
~.ptive

~

skills at reading and listening, he receives man·s heritage

pf ideas.
~e

Through the

Through the expressive skills of speaking and writing,

transmits his own ideas.

Being allied, the two types of skills
1

2

are taught through the integration of reading, writing and speaking.
Objeotives, subjeot matter and textbooks in high sohool Englisll
have changed in the last thirty to forty years.

Abstract topics

were formerly used for compositions which followed classical Latin
models and the intensive study of grammar based on Latin rules
studies as a discipline of the mind. l The treatment of literature
involved the intensive study of a few classics.
The National Council of Teachers of English in presenting its
new currioulum proposals views English instruction today as a means
of assisting students to make social adaptat1ons. 2 Broader goals
involving accomplishments in the communication skills of reading,
writing, speaking, and listening for better social adjustment together with discretion in choosing recreational activities such as
reading, listening to radio programs, and watching television and
movies are suggested.

Literature is proposed as a means for the

individual to better understand himself and others.

These differen1
"

proposals reflect a questioning attitude among English teachers and
a changing emphasiS in English instruction.
To learn the extent of change from former content and techniques in relation to newer theory, a survey of teaching practices

lltThe Emerging Curriculum in English in the Secondary School tt ,
Bulletin of National Association of Secondary School Principals,
Vol. XXX, 1946, pp. 5-7.
2The Commission on the English Curriculum, National Council of
Teachers of English, lli English Lang:u.age !;tl§., pp. 5-6.

in Madras Seoondary Schools is needed.

It is important to know the

relationship of theory to practice in order to assist teachers in
improving high-school English instruction.
A chronologioal study is also essential to determine the use
and value of teaohing guides and materials suoh as those whioh the
~adras

State Department of Public Instruction has issued for its

schools.
The teaohing of English, involving the oommunioation skills,
has been constantly under attack by professional and lay oritics in
the United States because it allegedly has failed to teach grammar,
spelling and writing as well as it did in nthe good old days."
Typical of criticisms are charges, recently cited in a popular magazine, that parents feel that they are in an era when teaching
fudge-making, tap-dancing, poster-painting and how to get dates has
~ecome

an important part of the high-school curriculum.

It is as-

sumed that these changes have been accompanied by a reduction in
emphasis on such subjects as literature, compOSition and languages. 3
To meet this type of criticism objective evidence is needed
~hioh

is more conclusive than impressions of casual observers.

~ormation,

~.e.
~d

In-

such as time allotted for the different areas of English,

grammar, literature, compOSition, etc., teacher preparation,
the attention given to communication skills should serve to

~etter

~arch

inform the public on actual praotice in our sohools.

'Howard Whitman, "Are Sohools Afraid to Teach", Colliers,
19, 1954, p. 34.

4
A better standard in all of these matters is likewise necessary.

Committees have been formed from time to time to investigate

and evaluate the status of English teachers in Madras and to ascertain the desirability of increased preparation for persons to be
certified to teach English.
statement 2! the Problem
This study is a documentary research of the program of English
instruction in the Madras High Schools, India, before and after
Indian independence, which was achieved on August 15, 1947.

It

seeks to describe the curriculum, the materials, the methods and
the techniques.

In particular the study is designed to answer

these questions:
1.

What is the content and organization of the English cur-

riculum in Madras High Schools?
In order to compare English courses in Madras High Schools,
the following pOints are covered:
guide used by the teacher in

the English credit required, the

dete~ining

content, and the time al-

lotments made for the various phases of English.

Lessons and grade

plaoement give further insight into actual curriculum content.
2.

What methods of instructions are used in high-school En-

glish classes?
As a means of learning the procedures used to teach English,
the subject is divided into the component parts of:
~ritten

literature,

composition, reading, grammar, usage, punctuation, spelling

and oral composition.

The methods used to teach each phase are ex-

5
An attempt is made to note diagnostic procedures, care for

~ined.

~dividual

differences, organization of materials, degree of inte-

~ation,

frequency of drill, and types of activities that the

~eachers

use to accomplish their goals.

3.

What means are used by high-sohool teaohers to evaluate

~rogress

made by students in English?

To find the methods teachers use to measure the aohievement
~f

high-school students in English such items as the most common

~ethod

~he

of evaluation, the various types of instruments used and

frequency of measurement are ascertained.
4.

~ion

What instructional materials are used in English instruo-

in Madras High Schools?
Using a variety of teaching materials has been proposed as

pne means of handling individual differences.

The extent and

availability of texts, audio visual equipment, supplementary materials, and the use made of library facilities is surveyed to answer
this question.

S. How well prepared are the English teachers in Madras high
schools?
The charge that "anyone can teach English" has been made, bepause teaohers, in the pursuit of a liberal arts degree, frequently
pollect enough hours of credit in various subjects to legally quaIl:

~fy to teaoh the subject.

In order to det~rmine whether this

pharge is based on fact, available data concerning the amount of
graduate work, number of years of learning experience, and knowl-

6

edge of professional materials among teachers are studied.
Definitions
A.

~

Limitations

~

the Frob1em

English, as used in this dissertation, is a descriptive

title embodying all instruction which deals with the English language arts in high school such as grammar, literature, journalism
and speech.

English as taught in Madras high schools is frequently

classed now as the second language, the first one being the 1anguageof that particular region.

In Madras this is Tamil.

Limitations
This thesis is a descriptive literary research and not an
evaluation.

Hence the study is limited to describing instructional

practices, facilities and materials that existed before India
achieved its independence in 1947 and now.
This study is limited to the state of Madras, with which the
author is familiar, being the place of his birth, his education,
and where he worked as an English teacher and Principal of a high
school.
B.

Curriculum

Curriculum is defined by the twenty-sixth yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education as "the totality of
subject matter, activities, and experiences which constitutes a
pupil's school life. 4 Franklin Bobbitt has defined in a similar

4twenti-sixth Yearbook, National Society for the Study of
Education, loomington, IllinOis, 1927. p. 65.

7

way the curriculum as the pupils' activities and experiences. 5 According to Edward A. Xrug, curriculum is the sum total of the means
employed by the schools to promote what the society oonsiders desirable learnings.6

So curriculum is a tool or instrument by which a

school attempts to realize its hopes for education into a concrete
reality.
C.

Course.Q!. ?tudy

According to the twenty-ninth yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, Ita course of study is the material usually in pamphlet form which sets forth for the teacher such items as
the objectives and content of a given subject, and the activities

~d books to be used to accomplish desired results.«7
~f

It is a mine

information about the subject matter, the learning activities,

~iagnostic
~odern

devices, teaching aids and evalUation instruments.

In

times courses of study often contain units of instruction,

~utlines

for units, lesson plans, and samples of lesson plans, and

instructions for constructing units.
D.

Syllabus

A syllabus is a summary or outline containing the main points,
~speoially

~ork,

of a oourse of study.

It attempts to explain a rationale

5'ranklin Bobbitt, The Curriculum .Q!. Modern Education, New
1941, p. 3.
6Edward A. Xrug, Curriculum Planning, New York, 1950, p. 1.

7Twenty-Ninth Yearbook, National Society for the Study of
Education, p. 65.

.por viewing, analyzing, and interpreting the curriculum and instructional program of an eduoational institution.

It is neither a text-

book nor a manual, on the other hand it only outlines one way of
~iew1ng

an instructional program as a funotionaling instrument of

~ducation.8
~ethod

gf Procedure

Areas Chosen
India is like a laboratory where many systems of education have
been tried.

The general oQnsensus of the people is that English

should stay, and all the secondary schools of the whole country are
teaching English, and even a greater impetus and encouragement is
~iven

in both the rural schools and the people living in rural are-

~s.

With the dawn of independence, every major village has a secon-

~ary

school and more pupils are learning English.

However, atten-

tion must be drawn at the very beginning that English is the third.
language which is taught in secondary schools in India.
~xception
~r

With the

of those who live in large cities, the pupils do not hear

speak or have any opportunity to write English except in the

classroom.

Under such conditions and with the sole purpose of help-

ing to solve the problem of "what should be the curriculum in English in the Madras secondary schools?", areas had to be chosen
whioh are noted for developing the ourriculum materials in English
in the United States.
Baalph W. Tyler, Basic Principles 91 Curriculum ~ Instruction, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1950, p. 1.

>
9
A request was made for a COpy of the course of study in English, both in the elementary and secondary level, and a course of
study of any one of their second languages such as Spanish, French,
or Latin.
study_

A few cities replied that they had no printed courses of

Several courses of study either were not available or were

out of print.

Out of the replies received ten large cities were

selected with the advice of the faculty members.

Again it seems

that this number is sufficient for this purpose, because after examining eight or nine courses of study, little or no difference is to
be found in the essentials.

Finally ten large cities were selected

and used as the basis of thin stUdy:
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Denver

Detroit
Indianapolis
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
San Antonio

Furthermore, books on the history of education in India, the
teaching of English in India, syllabus of English in the Madras Sec-

.

ondary schools and samples of evaluating materials were secured from
India.
Organization
The first chapter of this study gives the statement of the
problem, the definitions and limitations, and the method of procedure.

A short history of English education in India, the place of

~lish prior to India's independence, the changes in the place of
~glish after independence, the English language and the constitu-

tion of India, English versus the national language, and the pos-

10

sible place for English regarding international understanding and
cultural and scientific research form the second chapter.

The

third chapter explores the place of English in the present curriculum of secondary schools in the State of Madras by reviewing the
selected curricula in English in the United States.

The fourth

chapter presents the general objectives in the teaching of English,
the curriculum contents, the methods of instruction, provision for
individual differences, devices suited for motivation, and methods
of evaluating aptitudes for English instruction.

There is also a

section in this chapter on the implication on the training of the
teachers of English in secondary schools.
proposed guide to the teachers.

The fifth chapter is the

The organization and content of

the guide are based on the generally accepted practices of the six
school systems studied with the necessary modifications, suggestions
and recommendations to suit the particular conditions in Madras
State.

Finally the fifth chapter gives the summary and conclusions

of the study.

CHAPTER II
THE HISTORY OF THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN INDIA BACKGROUNDS
It is speech that endows man with humanity.

In other physical

faculties man is no better gifted than many animals.

Without

speech, oo-operation between individuals leading to the organization of human societies would not have been possible.

The story of

language therefore is the story of civilization.

Thus language is

recognized as a foroe in the life of any people.

The famous German

philosopher Fichte said in his "speeches to the German nation",
"Language forms men more than it is formed by them. ttl

People cling

to their language as the last Sign of their national character and
unity in the event of conquest or oppression by an alien nation.
On account of the supreme political importance of language the
first step often taken by the oonquerors of a new territory is to
impose their own language on the conquered; and for the self-same
reason the first step that is likely to be taken by a nation achieving independence is to revive and reinstate its national language or the nearest approximation of what may be considered a national language.

lNicholas Hans, Comparative Eduoation, London. 1955, p. 40.
11

12

In India language has been and is a force of great magnitude.
A history of English education in India is that of the rivalry of
a number of languages, the traditional hold of the classical Indian
languages on the imagination of the people, the introduction of
English by the foreign ruling power, the social changes brought
about in the past hundred and fifty years.

All these and a number

of other factors produced a language problem which has been and is
even today the subject of a controversy.

This language controversy

has been influenced by the interests of the ruling power, the welfare of the linguistic minorities, the processes of social and
economic mobility, the demands of religious groups, the claims of
regionalism, and the importance of national unity.

This

controvers~

has centered around the following issues:
1.

The selection of one national language

2.

The place of English

3.

The place of the regional languages

4.

The place of classical languages

5.

The selection of appropriate media of instruction for
different levels of education

It is not the intention of this study to delve deep into this
whole controversy except in so far as it is useful for the present
study.

At the same time it must be pointed out that positions on

these issues have been formulated differently by the Christian
missionaries, the British Government, the religious communities,
the linguistic groups, the national leaders and the national government of the republic of India, especially about the introduction,

13
place, and position of English language in India.
Planting

~

English Qn

~

Indian

~

At present English is one of the languages taught in the secondary schools allover the country.

While analysing some of the

trends in teaching of English in the Madras Secondary schools, a
glimpse into the past as far as history can record, a careful look
at the present and some insight into the future planning of the
curriculum is necessary.
India's wealth, natural resources and beautiful scenery attracted the attention of many conquerors as well as traders; as a
result India was subject to constant invasions of different dynasties as well as trade of different European countries. 2 With these
invasions and intrusions, gradually education began to be neglected
and took a different turn.

Education became formal and stereotyped

and could not withstand the blows of political disorders.

The

first to arrive on the Indian soil as traders were the Portuguese.
As historians point out, these men "came to India not merely to
trade in spices, coconuts and cardamoms, but also as missionaries
with the express permission and explicit commission of making Christ
known to the people with whom they would trade.,,3

The language

problem arose obviously pretty early in the history of this educa2Aubury A. Zellner, Education ~ India, New York, 1951, p. 8.
~.

'T. N. Siquiera, S.J"
20.

The Education Q! India, London, 1952,

14
tion.

The Portuguese started schools with the sole purpose of edu-

cating their new converts to Christianity, and these Portuguese
schools taught reading and writing in Portuguese as well as in the
language of the region.

The Portuguese schools flourished at Goa,

Diu, Damaun, Cochin, Hooghly and other smaller places of their
settlements.

Fr. Siquiera, S.J. aptly states:

"Contrary to the

modern axiom, it was the flag that followed trade, and with the
flag came education. tt4
The French traders followed the Portuguese.
similar schools in the French settlements.

They started

But they differed from

the Portuguese in that teaching at the elementary level was done in
the mother tongue by the Indian teachers, and French was taught
only in select secondary schools.

The French elementary schools

were located at Pondicherry, Mabe, Changranagore, and Yanam.

At

the beginning French was taught only in the secondary schools at
Pondicherry.5
~

R.2.1!! srI. the Missionaries in

~

L!IDgU8.ge Problem

Both in the Portuguese and French Company schools, missionaries who had come to India' as chaplains played a major role in
teaching Christian doctrine in their schools and guided their educational policy by gathering the Indian children from the neighborhood of their settlements.
4 Ibid., p. 19.
5Ibid., p. 20.

These dedicated men first took the

-

15
trouble of learning the language of the region, and then gave the
children a free education by supplying them with books, slates and
other supplies.

St. Francis Xavier was the first Jesuit to come to

India (1542) and he, as the Provincial of that order in India, insisted that all his subjects should learn very well the language of
the place where they would work as missionaries.
this zealous apostle had its salutary effect.
Tamil prayers.

This direction of

He himself learned

Many of his followers working in Tamilnad (the

Tamil linguistic state or the present state of Madras) began to
learn Tamil and some of them acquired a great proficiency in that
language.

The Tamil language, which is the language of the state

of Madras, is fundamentally a Dravidian language.

The Tamils were

the finest fruit of the life and history of the Dravidians, the
first people of Indian history.
its own.

The Tamil grammar and syntax are

Only in vocabulary is it slightly influenced by the Aryan

Sanskrit. 6

It may be of interest to note that Fr. Enrique Enriquez
"

(1520-1600) was the Tamil scholar among the foreign missionaries.
His most noted work is the Tamil grammar and Tamil lexicon, besides
~is

fourteen works on Catechism, Apologetic treatises, Life of our

~ord,

Life of our Lady, and other spiritual books.

~obili,
~ut

S.J. alias Thattuvanather was a scholar not only in Sanskrit

also in Tamil.

In fact he is one of the pioneer writers of

6Mariadas Ruthnasamy, India fIQm

~.

17.

Fr. Robert de

1h!

Dawn, Milwaukee, 1949,
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Tamil prose.

He enriched the Tamil language with many words and

phrases adapted from Sanskrit.

Another literary genius was Fr.

Beschi, S.J. alias Virama Muniver.

He composed an epic named

t'Thembavani" on the theme of Christ t s incarnation.

It is recog-

nized as one of the classics of Tamil, and is even today prescribed
frequently as part of the curriculum of the public examination in
the State of Madras.

Literature similar to this epic made a moder-

ately successful bid at the conversion of some of the members of

~igher castes of Hinduism. 7 The Jesuits under the leadership of
Frs. Nobili and Beschi enhanced the study of Tamil and Sanskrit and
the Indian learning in the cause of Christian conversion.

The mis-

sionaries made the field of vernacular education their own.

They

were the first to study the vernacular dialects spoken by the common
people.

Similar to the work of the Jesuits of the Madura mission,

in the State of Madras the Lutherans were the first of the missionary bodies to evangelize South India. 8 The Baptist mission~ries
were the first to raise Bengali (spoken in Bengal) to the rank of a
literary language.

Schwartz was the father of the Protestant

churches in Madras, Tanjore, Tinneve1ly, and Trichinopo1y, in the
State of Madras.

He and his successors built up many congregations

in Southern India and taught English to their children.

The German

Leipzig Mission Society, the Anglican Society for the propagation
7.I.h1d., p. 182.
Bauthnasamy, p. 184.
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of the Gospel, the London Missionary Society, the American Congregationalists, the Wesleyans, the English Baptists, the Church of
scotland, the Anglican Church Missionary Society were very much interested in the education of the people they came in contact with.9
They studied their vernacular in order to preach to the people and
to translate the Bible; and they taught English as the channel of
sectarian learning.

Thus the first impetus to the promotion of

western learning through the medium of the English language was
provided by the missionaries of'Christian denominations. 10

They

were motivated primarily by religious considerations and only secondarily by educational considerations.

An analysis shows clearly

that the following are some of the reasons which prompted them to
undertake educational activities as an integral part of their work
in India: ll
1.

They believed that education would promote better understanding of the religious doctrine, and appreciation of
the Scriptures.

2.

They regarded schools as the most convenient means of
gaining access to the people without offending their religious sensibilities.

3.

Through the schools the missionaries had a golden opportunity to train some servants for the companies, and thus

9Ibid., p. 184.

-

lON. N. Law, Promotion !2i. Learning .!!! India J2z Ea,1~ European
Settlers, London: Longmans, Green and Co.; 1915, pp. - .
llRoyal Gould Wilder, Mission Schools In India, Boston: Crocker
and Brewster, 1861, pp. 36-37.
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enjoyed their confidence and flourished under the shadow'
of its political authority.12
4.

Wn~lish

As the reading of the holy Bible is considered necessary
by the Christian MiSSionaries, they had to establish
schools to teach the new converts how to read. 1 3
under !h! Early British

~

After the Portuguese and the French, the British came on to
!the scene.

"Commercial were the origins of the English rule in

India and commercial it has been throughout the formative period of
its history in the 17th and 18th centuries, alike in its character
and its in:fluence.,,14

The British company was founded as a trading

corporation known as, "the London Company" by a charter of Queen
Elizabeth I on the last day of the year 1600.

Later on it was

transformed into the English company (1698), and still later in
1708 changed into "the United Company of the Merchants of England
~rading

with the East Indies", and subsequently known to history

~s tiThe East India Company. HIS

As soon as this trading company saw

~he

influence it would acquire over the country through the schools,

~ts

leaders went forward with the policy of starting and financing

~ore

schools.

Thus the East India Company was the first one that

pfficially sowed the seeds and planted the English language on the
l2 Ibid ., p. 8.
l3H• Sharp (ed.), Selections ~ Educational Record§, Part I,
Calcutta: Superintendent, Government Printing, India,
~920, p. 3.
~78l-l839,

l4Ruthanasamy, p. 151.
15 Ibid., p. 152.
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Indian sOil,16 and made the trader become a ruler.

The question of

its responsibility for the education of the Indians as a whole came
before the Company's directors.

Charles Grant and Robert Wilber-

force had recommended strongly the introduction of a clause in the
renewed charter of 1793 expressly placing on the company the duty
of educating the children of India.

Hence the following clause was

inserted into the company's charter:
Resolved that the court of directors of the compe,ny shall be
empowered and commissioned to nominate and send out from time
to time a sufficient number of skilled and suitable persons
who shall attain the aforesaid object by serving as schoolmasters, missionaries or otherwise. 17
Charles Grant18 had beautifully described in a tract the condition of the Indian people and the good the Eni3lish language would
do them.'
It is the peculiar and the bounden duty of the British legislature to promote by all just and prudent means the interest
and happiness of the inhabitants of the British Dominions in
India, and that for these ends such measures ought to be adopted as may gradually tend to their advancement in u~~ful knowledge and to their religious and moral improvement. Y"
To quote Grant's own words:
By planting our language, our knowledge, our opinions, and our
religion in our Asiatic territories, we shall put a great work
beyond the reach of contingencies. We shall probably have
16Ibid •
17Sharp, p. 17.

1904.

18Henry Morris, The .!4.!! sr! Charles Grant, London: J. Murray,
19Sharp, p. 17.
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wedded the inhabitants of these territories to this COtUltry
(England); but at any rate we shall have done an act of strict
duty to them and a lasting service to marikind.20
Thus an alien power tried to "plant its language n2l on the
soil of the so-called "ignorant and benighted natives of IndiE'••

If

The true cure of darkness is the introduction of light. Th€"
Hindoos err, because they are ignorant and their errors have
never been laid before them. The communication of our light
and knowledge to them, would prove the best remedy for their
disorders. 22
But not all the officials of the company admitted this principle at first.

So those who 'lArera against, wanted to lure a. few

rich Hindus and Moslems by establishing centers of higher learning
for the promotion of the Sacred lore of Hinduism and Islam.

In

pursuance of this objecti.ve the company established a Madrasa
(insti tution of higher learning) in 1781 in Calcutta, and
college in 1791 at Benares.

E'.

Sanskrit

With the establishment of these two

institutions of higher learning the sympathies of the company with
oriental learn.ing and cu.lture were shown in a practical and positive
form.

It was, as it were, a harbinger that heralded the beginning

of the orientalist policy in education.
~

Orienta1ist Creed Q! !h! Language Controversy
The following were the prinCiples which the orientalists ad20Siquiera, p. 28.
2lNurullah Nai.k, p. 69.

22Charles Grant, Observations .Q!! !h!l state Q.f Society 8]!long \.
Asiatic Subjects 9l. Great Brit1an, Particularly m.h Respect .!!2 ..
ri9ya1; and the Meap~ .Qf !,glproving 11, Parliamentary Papers 1831-·..
1832, VIII \734), General Appendix.
~
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vanced at that peeiod of the lane'Uage controversy:
1.

The Company must not lend support to missionary enterprise
and to proselytization.

2.

The Company's only duty was to follow in the footsteps of
the Hindu and Moslem rulers and to encourage classical
learning on traditional lines.

3.

The Company should not make any hasty attempt to introduce
English language and western knowledge to the Indian people.

4.

The ancient system of education which the Hindus and
Muslims had inherited was good enough for them for all
practical purposes.

5.

The Indian people should be allowed to develop their tradi tional system of education according to their Ol'ln genius.

6.

The political situation of the newly acquired territory
demanded an orientalist policy in education.

The Court of Directors of the Company readily accepted these
views of the orientalists because the court did not want to assume
educational responsibilities, in spite of the other members recommending it.

So until 1813, the principal object of the educational

policy of the Company was to encourage the traditional
learning in Sanskrit and Arabic.

ori~ntal

Naturally the orientalist policy

of the Company came into serious conflict with the missionaries.
English Language !m! in! Renewal .2! !!!.! Charter .!!! 1813
It was against a background of bitter controversy between the
missionaries on the one hand and the orientalists on the other, that
the Charter of the Company came up for renewal in 1813.

One of the

provisions of this Charter was:
"that a sum of not less than one lac of rupees in each year
shall be set apart and applied to the founding and

maintainin~
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of colleges and schools. public libraries and other institutions for the revival and improvement of literature and encouragement of the learned natives of India. and for the
introduction and promotion of a knowledge of the sciences
among the inhabitants of the British territories in India. ,,23
The ambiguous language of the Charter suggests that the British parliament was guided by the practical motive of reconciling
the demands of the missionaries with those of the orientalists.
In the Presidency of Bengal the general committee of Public
Instruction, appointed in 1823 to advise the government on educational matters and to spend the annual grant of a lac of rupees,
interpreted the charter of 1813 as supporting the orientalist policy and directed the educational operations accordingly.

But the

public opinion in Bengal was rapidly turning in favor of the English education, because of the social. economic. and political
values attached to the rulers.
The most effective way of crushing a language has proved to
be economic or commercial. If the people find that they cannot gain promotion to lucretive posts or obtain commercial
success without speaking the official language of the country
in which they live. they will learn to speak it, and, unless
there are some strong cultural ties to bind them they will in
the course of time abandon their distinctive form of speech. 24
Not only in Bengal but allover India there was public demand
for the introduction of English in Indian education.

The surveys

23 Siquiera, p. 29.
24Stanley Rundle, Language ~ ~ Social and Political Factor la
Europe, London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1946, p. 58.
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of the indigeneous system of education conducted in the early part
of the 19th century revealed the desire for the English education
on the part of the Indian students, especially the Hindus long suppressed by the Muslim rulers of the previous centuries.

The avail-

able British sources mention how the struggle for employment under
the Government forced the aspiring young men to seek a higher type
of training than provided by the indigeneous system of the country.
In the present circumstances of the country the knowledge of
English is for the native aspirant the grand road to distinction; and its attainment opens to him the prospect of office,
wealth and influence. 25
A strong protest against the orientalist policy of the Commit-

tee came from the greatest Indian of that period, Raja Rammohun Roy.
~n

a letter to the Governor-General he stated that the Indian mind

had rusted on account of its isolation.

He insisted that the con-

, ~act with the western literature and science alone could regenerate
~ndian

culture, correct its follies and give it new meaning and

~irection.

Rammohun established a few English schools for'the free

~nstruction

of students.

~he

general committee of Public Instruction like Trevelyan who op-

~osed

the orientalist policy in education found themselves arrayed

~gainst

~he

As time went on, the younger members of

the older members like Prinsep, who had long spear-headed

orientalist movement in education.

Thus ensued in Bengal a

25Wi1liam Adam, Correspondence Relative to the Prospects of
Phristianity and the Means of Promoting its Reception in India:pambridge, ~Mass.~The University Press:-Hil1iard and:Metcalf,
~824, p. 296.
.
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controversy between the champions of Arabic and Sanskrit on the one
hand and the champions of English on the other.
In the Presidency of Bombay there ensued a similar controversy
between its governor, Mountstuart Elphinstone, who supported the
cause of the vernacular languages, 26 and Francis Warren, a member
of the Governor's council, who advocated the spread of European
knowledge through the instrumentality of English. 27 This controversy in the Bombay Presidency, because of the differences of personalities, continued even after English was accepted as the official language of India. 28
The Presidency of Madras about which we are particularly
interested in this study was at that time the home of the four major
Dravidian languages:

Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Kanarese.

At

that time there was a great demand for English to serve as the
lin~a

franca.

Consequently the progress of English education was

comparatively smooth.
Lord Macaulay

~

h!§ 'Minute'

In 1834 Lord Macaulay came to India as the Law Member of the
Governor-General's Council.

He was a literary genius.

His high

literary reputation induced the Government to appoint him as the

26A• N. Basu, Indian Education in Parliamentary Papers: Part I,

(1832), Asia Publishing House, BombaY; p. 205.
27 Ibid., pp. 296-297.

28a. V. Parulekar, Selections from the Records of the Govern(2 Parts), Bombay: ASIa PUblishing Hous;:-1953-1955,

~ent g! Bombay,

I, p. 92.
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President of the General Committee of Public Instruction of Bengal.
In this capacity Macau1ay wrote his celebrated minute of March 7,
1835 signaling British educational policy and espousing the cause
of English education. 29 British educational policy was in essence
a language policy - English as the medium of instruction in Universities, and as an entrance requirement even in secondary schools
and as the prerequiSite for the Government employment.

He used the

following arguments:
1.

The Education Clause of the Charter Act of 1813 meant the
promotion of European knowledge through the medium of
English.

2.

English was the key to all knowledge, and, therefore, more
important than Arabic and Sanskrit.

3.

English was the language of the ruling class and it was
pre-eminent among the languages of the west.

4.

English would bring about Renaissance, just as Greek and
Latin did in England or just as the languages of western
Europe civilized Russia.

5.

Patriotic and enlightened Indians themselves demanded English education at that time.

6.

The vernacular languages were "poor and rude".

7.

It was impossible to educate the common mass, but it was
possible through English education to train a few good
English scholars who would act as "interpreters between
us and the millions whom we govern."30

The idea expressed in the famous ftMinutes of Macaulay" which
29B• D. Basu, Education in Indja under the ~ India ComPanl,
(Calcutta: The Modern Review Office , pp. 85-9~.
30Sir George Otto Trevelyan, !S! ~ ~ Letters 91 ~
lr4a.ca.ulay, 2 vols., New York: Harper and Brothers, 1908.
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formed the foundation of English eduoation in India, was to produce
"at least

II

class of persons Indian in bloed and color but English

in opinions, in morals, and in intelleot."

Macaula.y preferred

English as the medium of instruction, and English learning a.s the
subject of instruction, because ffin India English is the language
epoken by the ruling olasBJ it is spoken by the higher olass of
natives s,t the seats of Government; it is 1ikoly to become the lan81lnge of OOJD.1.Ilerco throughout the seas of the East. «'31

Macaulay too believed sincerely:

"A single shelt' of good Euro-

pean library was worth the whole native literature of India and
Arabia ... 32

It is true Macaulay's foroeful arguments in favor of both the
superiority and util1ty of English language gave it a pre-eminence
and position in the soheme of secondary education in India.

How-

ever, it was much more a slavish imitation of' western thought than
its sinoere aoceptanoe.

ftProficienoy in the English language be-

came the sole criterion of academic success. tt
flowed from this state of affairs:

Three serious defeots

(a) the gulf between the edu-

cated class and the masses was very much widened;

(b) education

became oompletely separated from the country's eoonomy; and (0) it

was indeed a fantnstic sight to see little children indulging in
reoitation of English ditties about daisies and daffodils that they

'l.authanasamy. p. 175.

1933.

32Arthur Bryant. l1!l£aulaz, New York: D. .\ppleton and Company,
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~ave

never even seen and senior scholars splitting hairs over the

subtlties of Shakespearen sonnets.

Still they persisted, because

the main emphasis on education remained utilitarion.

In consequence

elementary and secondary education were regarded mainly as stages
preparing the pupils need.ed at the higher stage. 33
Some critics like H. G. Hawlison considered that the arguments
of Macaulay were "absuredly prejudiced views n34 , while others like

F. W. Thomas contended that Macaulay's arguments

in favor of English

education were "a model of just and comprehensive reasoning. 35

In

spite of the defects, Macaulay's minute was accepted by Lord William
Bentinck, the Governor General, who issued immediately his famous
resolution of March 7, 1835 to the following effect:
1.

The great object of the British Government should be the
promotion of European literature and science.

2.

All the funds appropriated for the purpose of education
should be employed on English education alone.

3.

No public money should be used for the printing of oriental
books.

4.

All funds "at the disposal of the Committee should henceforth be employed in imparting to the native population a
knowledge of English literature and science through the
medium of English language."36

33Humayun Kabir, Education in the New India, New York, 1958,
p.26.·
- -34sharp , pp. 130-131.
35Sharp , p. 132.
36Siquiera, p. 36.
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This Proclamation of I.ord William Bentinck
point in the history of education. in India..

Ul8.rked

a turning

It was the first offi-

cial statement of a definite policy about the tet.1-C"hing of English.

Its effect was

L~ediate.

Benttnck's resolution was followed by

other enactments wh:tch accelerated the growth of English educatlon

in India.

The Prees of 1835. removing the previous restrictions on

the press, enC01J.raged. the pril1tine and publication of English books
which were made available at comparatively low prioe.

A number ot

new schools tea.ching European 11terature a.nd scienoe through the
medium of English were opened.
ment schools almost doubled.

The enrollment in all the GovernA number of Acta opened wider careers

and larger responsibilities to Indian students who looked upon
English eduoation as the quickest means of economic advancements.

For example. in 18'7 Persian was replaced by English &s the language
of the courts and has remained. as such in moat ot the courts even
to this day.
Pol1s.y .2-' tse J!!II In!?!!! QSWRAAl at;ter 1m

Bent1nok t s resolution of 1835. though aimed at closing the con
troveray between the Orientalists and the Angllcists t did not achieve its deoired objective..

The first protest came from Prinsep.

A second protect was lodged by the Asj.atic Society of Bengal. an

organization devoted to the study of oriental ciVilization, demanding the continuation of the printing of oriental works and positive
encouragement of Sanskrit and Arabic by the Goverrunent.

A third

protest came from Hindu and Muslim students who lost their stipends
and other financial assistance aocording to the terms of the resolu-
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tion.

The fourth protest, fortified by excellent

arc~ents

and num-

erous examples from history, proceeded from Brian Houghton Hodgson.
He argu.ed that only the vernacular medium of instruction could bring
about the regeneration of the Indian pe·)ple, as it had done in the
countries of Europe in the past.
medium

lf

He dismissed any "anti-vernacular

as an undemocratic, artificial, and obnoxious imposition on

the people.
But by 1839, much of the tension had been relaxed.

Macaulay

had left India, the Oriental Party had had the good sense to realize
the futility of resisting the spread of English and had accordingly
moderated its demands, and the champions of the vernaculars had
emerged as a third party proposing a middle course.

The ground was,

therefore, ready for a compromise when Lord Auckland succeeded Bentinck as the Governor-General of India.

In a minute written in

1839, he attempted to reconcile the conflicting demands of the various parties and to close the long drawn controversy.

The following

were some of his recommendations:
1.

He guaranteed the maintenance of oriental colleges find instituted scholarships to the extent of one-fourth of the
total number of students on the rolls of th~8e colleges.

2.

He sanctioned the preparation and publication of useful
works for instruction in the classical languages.

3.

He declared that the principal aim of the educational policy of the Government should be to promote European YJlowledge through the medium of English.

4.

A strong believer in the fldownward filtration" theory, he
ordered that the attempts of the Government should be restricted to the extension of higher education to the upper
classes who had a love for English education.
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5.

In pursuance of these Anglican objectives, he recommended
the establishment of "Superior Colleges ll in the important
towns and urban centers, which would impart instruction
through English. In the Government secondary schools of
Bengal he recommended the retention of English as the medium of instruction, but he wanted the vernacular medium to
be given a "fair trial" in the secondary schools of Bombay.

6.

In regard to the vernacular languages, used as the media
of instruction in the indigenous elementary schools, he set
afoot measures for the compilation of vernacular textbooks.
Thus these languages received the least advantage from
Auckland's educational statesmanship.37

In 1854 the famous Education Despatch from the Court of Directors attempted to formulate a uniform language policy for the whole
of India.

The occasion for this Despatch. known as "the Magna

Charta of Indian Education", was provided by the renewal of the Company's Charter in 1853. 38 The following pOints indicate the position taken by the Despatch towards the language-controversy in
Indian education:
1.

It declared that the main object of Indian education at
all levels should be the diffusion of European knowledge.

2.

It rejected the 'infiltration theory' as

3.

It acknowledged the importance of the study of the classical languages.

4.

It laid down the general principle that English should be
used as the medium of higher instruction and vernaculars
as the media of elementary education of the masses.

5.

By directing the establishment of universities it provided

37A. N. Basu, p. 28.
38Richter, p. 180.

undemoc~atic.

I

.
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a strong impetus to higfter education through the medium of
English.
6.

It was favorably disposed to the adoption of the vernacular
languages as media of instruction at the secondary stage.

7.

It sought to satisfy the champions of vernaculars by making
the vernacular elementary schools the basis of a national
system of education.39

Shortly after the publication of this Despatch occurred one of
the greatest revolts against the rule of the Company, the Mutiny of
1857.

Though the Mutiny was suppressed, it gave rise to major pol-

i tical changes.

The rule of the Company came to an abrupt termina-

tion, and the administration of the country was transferred to the
British Crown.
Policy under lli !.m!! .Qi.

!!!!

.;:;.;Cr~o~wn-=

The Despatch of 1859, issued by Lord Stanley, the first Secretary of State for India, confirmed the main concepts of the Despatch
of 1854 which had imposed upon the Company the duty of creating a
properly articulated system of education from the e1ementar.Y vernacular school to the university.40

But it had three important practi-

cal effects not intended by that document:
1.

The theory of downward filtration of education came to be
implicitly accepted by the Government in spite of contrary
instructions of the Despatch of 1854. The result was that
the English education of the upper classes flourished all
over the country, while the vernacular education of the
masses languished.

39par1iamentarx Papers, 1854, XLVII (393)- The full text of the
Dispatch is given in pp. 1-18.
40par1iamentary Papers, 1859, Session I, XIX (210), pp. 1-16.
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2.

The secondary schools became completely subservient to the
universities. The secondary schools contented themselves
by preparing candidates for the Matriculation examination
conducted by the universities. As English was the medium
of instruction at the universities, the secondary schools
also used the same medium to give a better preparation to
their pupils for universities. Consequently, the Indian
languages were ignored at the secondary stage, and with
the singular exception of the Madras University, the study
of the vernacular languages was also neglected in the ordinary courses of the universities.

3.

A new intelligentsia emerged that found little or nothing
of value for mankind outside the thought, language, and
divilization of England. The psychological effect of this
mentality coupled with the commercial value attached to
English by the Indians greatly stimulated tho expansion of
English education allover the country.41

The language problem in Indian education came before still another commission, the Hunter CommiSSion of 1882. 42 But the Commission cautiously avoided making any recommendation regarding the use
of the mother-tongues as the medium of instruction at the secondary
stage, and evidently favored the use of English. 43 The development
of secondary schools teaching through the vernaculars (a program
envisaged in the Despatch of 1854) was definitely abandoned; by the
turn of the century, the highest education which a child could obtain through his mother-tongue was limited to the middle-school
stage in all the provinces of India.
During the closing decades of the nineteenth century the use of

4lparliamentary Papers, 1859, Session I, XVIII (110), pp.14-l5.
42Sir William Wilson Hunter, Ilulers Qf India Series, Oxford,
The Clarendon Press, 1892, pp. 179-180.
43Hunters Report, pp. 178-190.
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English had an effect never experienced before.

Diversity of dia-

lects and languages had in the past constituted a major obstacle to
the development of a sense of unity among Indians and the consequen
growth of the spirit of nationalism.

English as a lingua franca

promoted a sense of unity among the educated class.

The study of

English classics instilled the English ideals of justice, freedom,
and patriotism and brought the educated community into intimate con
tact with the main currents of contemporary thought in the Western
world.

Under these circumstances, it was not too long before the

idea of nationalism began to take shape in the minds of Englisheducated Indians.

Although English continued to be the chief madi

for the dissemination of nationalist ideas, there was a strong demand, generated by the patriotic tendencies of the times, to give
the Indian vernaculars an important place in the educational system
of the country.
It was against this political and social background that Lord
Curzon, the Viceroy, suggested new polioies and programs.

He said

that while the Government rushed ahead with their program of English
education, "the vernaculars with their multitudinous clientele have
been left almost standing at the post."

He wanted to broaden the

foundation of Indian education by the expansion of the vernacular
education of the masses.

His resolution on educational policy of

1904 made the following declarations in
problem in Indian education:
1.

re~pect_to

/~:'<i;' 5

T

the language-

\.,! £.-"'.$-.'"

i~uldJ ih~ ~~Placl

English has no place, and
scheme of primary educatio~

""~/BRAR'i

~

in the
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2.

The doctrine of downward filtration of education should be
abandoned.

3.

The line of division between the use of the vernacular and
of English as a medium of instruction should, broadly
speaking, be drawn at a minimum age of 13.

4.

The principle. affirmed in the Despatch of 1854, that European knowledge should gradually be brought by means of the
Indian vernaculars within the reach of all classes of people was approved.

While the importance of the vernaculars was to some extent recognized at the primary and middle-school state (as the medium of instruction) and at the secondary state (as a subject of study), there
was no decided change in the policy pursued by the universities.
The Raleigh Commission44 of 1902, appointed by Curzon to inquire into the affairs of the universities, deplored this neglect of the
vernaculars by the universities. 45
In the resolution on educational policy of 1913, it was stated
that "there is much evidence to the effect that scholars who have
been through a complete vernacular course are exceptionally efficient mentally.n46

This was a significant pronouncement, for the

Government paid, for the first time in its long educational history,
an official tribute to the vernacular languages of the country.

44aeport Q! the Raleigp Oommission, Report of the Indian Universities Oommission. 1902, Simla: Government Central Printing,
1902, pp. 21-22.
45Report ~ the Official Commission, New Delhi: Government of
India Press, 1957, p. 37.
46Rerort 2! !h! Secondary Education CommiSSion, (October. 1952June 1953 , Government of India, Ministry of Education, p. 12.
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The question of using tr..e vernacular medium at the secondary
level was debated in the Imperial Legislative Council in 1915, but
it did not lead to any conclusive decision on account of the conflicting views expressed on the issue by the Indian members of the
Council. 47
The Sadler Commission of 1917-1919, appointed to inquire into
the affairs of the Calcutta University in particular and university
education in general, made the following recommendations: 48
1.

2.

At the universi ty stage English should be rets.1ned as the
medium of instruction.

At the secondary stage the vernacular language should be
the medium of instruotion.

made

The Commission wrote several thick volumes on Indian education, but

their single recommendation which stands out in high relief is the
one concerning the use of the mother-tongue as the medium of instruction at the secondary level of education.

In this the Commis-

sion was as much guided by pedagogical considerations as by the
strong sense of nationalism displayed at the t1me. 49
The Government of India in a resolution of 1920 summarized the
Sadler Report and oommended its findings to the oonsideration of
the prOVincial governments.

The provincial governments aoknowledged

the importnnce of the vernaculars as media of instruction at the
secondary stage, but they thought it necessary to proceed with cau47~.

4~Ria.,
49.Ib1d.

p ..

13.

tion because they recognized difficulties arising from existing
conditions:
1.

The use of English as the medium of instruction at the
university stage, coupled with the fact that secondary
education was merely an appendage of higher education and
not a self-contained unit, compelled many provincial governments to retain the English medium.

2.

Knowledge of English was still the only means of employment under the Government.

3.

In Multi-lingual areas where it was not possible, on finanoial grounds, to give instruction through all the local
vernaculars, English was often adopted as the medium so as
not to injure the sensibilities of any linguistic group.

4.

In the earlier stages of the experiment, such difficulties
as the absenoe of scientific terminology, lack of textbooks, and the dearth of qualified teachers worked in
favor of English.

5.

In Hindi-Urdu areas, difficulties oreated by the two different scripts produced more tension among the Hindus and
Muslims than those created by the two languages.50

The Sargent plan of 1944, greatly influenced by Gandhi and the
Indian National Congress, at a time when independence loomed large
on the political horizon, recommended the use of vernaculars as
media of instruction at the secondary level of education. 5l
With the progress of Indian nationalism there was a strong demand to give the vernacular languages a larger place in the educational system of the country.

Mahatma Gandhi's plan of Basic Edu-

cation, Tagorets rural university at Santiniketan, the Nizam's uni-

50Ibid ., p. 13.
5lIbid ., p. 15 ..
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versity at Hyderabad. the Gurukul University of the Arya Samaj, and
the Jamica Millia Islamia of the Muslim community were some of the
well-known private educational ventures which were prompted by the
spirit of nationalism and provided a strong impetus to the vernacularization of Indian education.

Mahatma Gandhi had argued as early

as 1908 that it is the English knowing men that have enslaved India. 52 For he believed strongly that English should give way to
regional languages in education and administration. 53 In his basic
education plan Gandhi emphasized the mother tongue, as did Tagore
when he lamented that.
"We pass examinations, and shrivel up into clerks, lawyers,
and police inspectors, and we die young. Man's intellect
has a natural pride in its own aristocracy, which is the
pride of its culture. When this pride succumbs to some compulsion of necessity or lure of material advantage, it brings
humiliation to the intellectual man. Modern India through
her English education. has been made to suffer this humiliation ••••
A language is not like an umbrella or an overcoat, that can
be borrowed by unconscious or deliberate mistake; it is like
a living skin itself. If the body of a draft horse enters
into the skin of a race horse, it woulQ be safe to wager that
such an anamoly will never win a race, and will fail even to
drag a cart."54
Initial pressure to replace English with the mother tongue was
limited to secondary education.

Thus by 1947--the year India

I

52M• K. Gandhi, Thoughts .Q.!! National Language, Ahmedabad-14:
Navajivan Publishing House, 1956, p. 16.
53nSecOndary Education Through the Medium of the Vernaculars",
jhe Speeches ~ Writings g! Annie Besant, Madras: G. A. Natesan,
1921, p. 249.
54Rabindranath Tagore, Creative Unity. London: MacMillan, 1922,
pp. 180-191.
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its independence--it may be said that the vernaculars had

~chieved

pecome the chief medium of instruction at the secondary stage while
~nglish

continued as the medium of instruction at the universities.

The growth of Indian nationalism and its successful culmination
in the achievement of independence found expression in the demand
~o

replace English with the Indian languages in the field of admin-

~stration

and education.

But this change was complicated by the

presence of a multiplicity of regional languages, each of which, in
~ts

own way, had some claims to becoming the successor to the lan-

~age

of the erstwhile rulers.

English y§ the Regional Languages
As pointed out before, the language situation in India is extremely complex.

The linguistic survey of the Indian subcontinent

conducted by Sir George Grierson in the first quarter of the current
century listed 179 separate languages in four families and 544 dialects: 55
1.

2.

.

One hundred and sixteen are insignificant tribal languages
of the Tibeto-Chinese family, spoken in the northwest and
northeast Himalayan foothills.
Seven are Austro-Asiatic languages, spoken throughout India
isolated marginal areas by about five million people.

in

3.

Sixteen are Dravidian, spoken by one third of the population in the Southern Peninsula of India, of which Tamil is
the most important.

55 Sir George Abraham Griarson, Linguistic Survey Q! India,
9 Vols., Calcutta: Central Publication Branch, 1903-1928.
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4.

Thirty-eight are Indo-European, part of the vast chain of
languages spoken from Europe to East Pakistan. In India
two sub-families are found: the Iranian group, related to
Persian, is used in parts of West Pakistan; the Indo-Aryan
group, related to Sanskrit, is used extensively in the
North by over two-thirds of the population.56

Of these, the Eighth Schedule to the Constitution recognizes
the following fourteen as the languages of India: Assamese, Bengali.
Gujarati, Hindi, Kannadu, Kashmiri, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu. 57 According to the 1951
census some 324 million people speak one or the other of the fourteen languages, as found in Table I.

Of these fourteen languages

ten belong to the Indo-Aryan family--Sanskri t, Hindi, Urdu, Punjabi, Bangali, Oriya, Assamese, Kashmiri, Gujarati and Marathi-and the remaining four, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Xanada, to the
Dravidian family.

These languages have their geographical areas,

old enough and large enough to be considered as separate nations
with deep roots in the soil and proud traditions.
A glance at the linguistic map (P. 44), shows clearly' that the

linguistic regions have had even history behind them.

The with-

drawal of the foreign rule, which had for a long time brought the
various linguistic regions under the sway of one language viz. English, provided the opportunity for these linguistic patriot isms to
assert themselves.

This situation gave rise once more to a chain

56 ~., Vol. I, Part I, pp. 30-31.
57India - ! Reference t¥?Ual, The Publications Division, Government of India, 1958, p. 4.
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TABLE I
SPEAKERS OF PRINCIPAL INDIAN LANGUAGES

No. of People Per cent of the
Speaking

Total Population

Assamese

• • • • • • • • • • •

4,988,226

1.39

Bengal!

• • • • • • • • • • •

25,121,676

7.03

Gujarat!

• • • • • • • • • • •

16,310,771

4.57

149,944,311

42.15

1,447,176

4.05

• • •

• • •

Hind!, Urdu, Hindustani and
P'unjabi
• • • • • • • • • • •
Kannada
• • • • • • • • • • •

..

Kasruniri

• •

Malayalam

• • • • • • • •

•

3.380,109

3.69

Marathi

• • • • • • • • • • •

27,049,522

7.57

Oriya.

• • • • • • • • • • •

13,153,909

3~68

:3anskrit

• • • • • • • • • • •

555

.01

Tamil

• • • • • • • • • • •

26,546,764

7.40

Telugu

• • • • • • • • • • •

32,999,916

9.24

Population returned as speaking
other languages as their mothertongue
•••••••••••

32,906,787

9.22

333,849,722

100.00

Total

• • • • • • • •

·•

·. .........
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of controversies and agitations which have sat1lruted the Indian pol-

itical atmosphere since the attainment of freedom.
~ ~

.9.! English Reduced

There was complete unanimity that the role of English must be
reduced if the Indian
medium of English

c~~e

lAn~lage8

were to grow.

Education through the

in for a good deal of criticism.

It was as-

serted
1.

That English widened the gulf between the elite and the
masses,

2.

That the English-educated Indian could not bring his knowledge in contact with the world in which he lived,

3.

That the education he reoeived was divorced from the
thoughts, sentiments and aspirations of the people and
their age long traditions, culture,

4.

That while he produced remarkable feats of memory in the
foreign medium, he displayed little creative talents.

These drawbacks to an exclusive emphasis on a foreign medium
greatly worried the national leaders who put forth their best efforts to develop a national system of education imparting instruction through the languages of the people. 58
Decline gt English Instruction
The shift to regional languages in secondary eduoational systems immediately affected the type of English instruction and there
was a noticeable change in the knowledge of English of the students.
Already in 1930, when there was a slow process of nationalizing the

5~. Mujeeb, Indian Education-Retrospect ~ Prospect, Pacific
Affairs, XXVI, September 1953, p. 213.
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legislatures, Pattabi Sitaramayya recalls, "more tha.rl one hundred
members of the Madras legislature did not know English. ,,59

More-

over, the regional languages gainod at the expense of hnglish instruction.

Even the pupils who did learn English could not use it

well enough to make tIle most of a university education which was
conducted in the English medium.

The Punjab University Inquiry Com-

mittee reported in 1929:
large portion of the pupils are lmable to think or write
clearly in any language and cannot follow lectures delivered
in English. Yet hundreds of thousands of them. who ea.nnot
write five lines of correct English, who often do not know
when to say yes, and when to say no in answer to a question,
are made to read en masse Shelly's 'Sky Lark'; 'Milton's 'Ode
on the Morning of Christ's Nativity', and Shakespeare's plays.
They had never seen a skylark; they do not know why a highborn
maiden sits in her tower ••••••••••• 60
.A

The decline of English was a slow but sure downward trend.
the year 1953, the decline had reached alarming proportions.

By

The

Secondary Education Commission reported a seriouE shortage cf "well
qualified and experienced tea.chers ..,.·ho could hand.le lmglish classes
in schools and colleges," declaring this shortage to be one of the
most important reasons for the rapid deterioration in the standards
of English •••••• H61 After reducing English almost to a skeleton.

_._._._----59B• Pattabhi S:i.tararlayya, .!h.£. H!.§..tory of the Indian National
Congress, Bombay, Padma Publications, 1947, II, p. 93.
~

60Cited in S. N. Chib, ~anguage. Universities ~ Nationalism
Jndia, London: Oxford University PresA, 1936, p. ;.

61Repor.,!; .Q! the ,Secondary Education Commission, Ministry of
Ed., Publication No. 165. New Delhi, 1953, p. 63.
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the post-independence selfish and ne,rrow-millded nationalists aggravated the controversy on the University medium of instruction and
examinaticn throughout India.

Defenders of English pointed to the

shortage of text-books and adequately trained teachers in ma.ny Indian languages.

H:tndi enthuei::;ts

the medium of instruction.

advocat~d

the union language as

Without a uniform medium in which the

best text-books, reference books and material for original research,
adequately trained professors, instructors, and

~lidance

directors

are available, Indiats intellectual unity, and ultimately political
unity as well, would be jeopardized.

'fill that time, this contro-

versy would go on, for each one has his own vested interest.

For

the English speaking elite, a vested interest in administrative and
teaching posts "ras at stake.

Regional langtlage holders had their

own vested interests of dividing the country and forming linguistic
states.
The very objective of independence which had long united the
different linguistic groups was achieved.

However, there was a de-

mand for the formation ot States on the basis of language.

Thus,

"Thile in the pre-Independence days "the forces of regionalism contributed to national unity, after independence they seem to run to
the contrary, and the decline of the very link which united them
together was obvious.

That connecting link was English.

The bound-

aries of the states that came to existence in 1956 clearly indicate
that the linguistj.c considere.tions played the most importent role
in the reorgantzat1on.

(Refer to Map, p. 44.)
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A conference subcommittee of Independent India's first National Educational Conference recommended:

" •••••••• it would be necessary to reconcile ourselves to the
idea of having the regional languages as the media of instruction
and examination at the University stage when English ceases to hold
the position enjoyed during the years of the British rule. 11 62 With
this the Committee recommended that English should be replaced by
Indian languages within five years.

But with shameless inconsis-

tency, a year later, the University Education Commission declared
that English
" •••••••• has become so much a part of our national habit that
a plunge into an altogether different system seems attended
with risks. It appears to us, however, that the plunge is
inevi table. It63
It was one thing to order English banished within five years, but
quite another to conjure the necessary text-books and qualified
teachers to install the regional languages, especially in science,
technical and industrial subjects.
Constitution
Article 343 of the Constitution64 provides that "the official

~lish

Language

~ ~

language of the Union shall be Hindi in Devanagiri script and form

62Report of the Committee on the Medium of Instruction at the
U. stage, 1948, Bureau of Education, Ministry of Education, pamphlet
57, New Delhi, 1948.
63Report of the U. Education Commission, 1948-49, Delhi, 1950,

I, p. 478.

64!h! Constitution Q! India, Delhi: Manager of Publications,
1949, Articles 343-351.
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pf numerals.

English will, however, continue to be the official

language for a period of not more than fifteen years from the commencement of this Oonstitution."
Under article 344 the President is authorized to constitute,
after the expiration of five years from the commencement of the
Constitution and thereafter at the expiration of ten years from such
~ommencement

~he

of the Oonstitution, a special Oommission to examine

growth and development of Hindi and make recommendations as to

its progressive use for all or any of the official purposes of the
pnion with a view to replacing English completely at the end of the
stipulated period."
The Oonstitution also provides that the recommendations of the
Commission will be examined by a Parliamentary Committee of 30 members (20 elected from the House of People and 10 from the Oouncil
of States.)

Under Article 345 of the Constitution, it is stated

that "the Legislature of a State may by law adopt any one or more
of the languages in use in the state or Hindi as the language to be
~sed

for all or any of the official purposes of that State; provided

~hat

until the legislature of the State otherwise provides by law,

the English language shall continue to be used for those official
~urposes

within the State for which it was being used immediately

ibefore the commencement of this Constitution."

Article 348 makes

special provision for the need of the use of the English language
in the proceedings of the Supreme Court and the High Courts and in
bills, enactments and other laws.

47
The Constitution was inaugurated on January 26, 1950.

Accord-

ing to the provision of Article 344 the President apPointed a twen-

ty-one member Commission called the "Official Language Commission t1 ,
with the late Shri. B. G. Kher as Chairman, in June, 1955.

The re-

port of the Oommission was submitted to the President on August 6,
1957. 65
The main views and recommendations of the Commission can be
summarized as follows:
1.

In the light of the fully democratic basis of Indian policy, it is not possible to envisage English as the language of India's mass medium. The uobvious linguistic
medium for pan-Indian pu:rposes is the Hindi language."

2.

It is neither necessary nor possible to pronounce now
whether a general changeover from English to Hindi would
be practicable by 1965. This will depend upon the efforts
made in that direction in the meantime.

,.

In view of the elastic provisions of the Constitutions, it
would be possible to continue the use of English even beyond the period of fifteen years and to accomodate the situation as it develops without the Constitution.

4.

Hindi will replaoe English only to a limited extent as it
would not wholly ·step into the shoes' of English, the regional languages having been yielded their appropriate
places.

5. For the present, no restriction should be placed on the

use of English for any of the purposes of the Union. English should continue as an alternative medium as long as
it was necessary, and its discontinuance should be effected
after sufficiently long notioe.

6.

In the non-Hindi speaking areas. instruction in Hindi
should be compulsory at the secondary stage, English to be
taught hereafter in secondary sohools principally as a

65~: ! Referenge AnnUAk, 1958, Delhi: The Publication Div-

ision,

~.
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"literary language" except where it was taken voluntarily. 66
Thus the new Constitution provides that Hindi shall be the official language of the Union, and the official Language Commission
of 1956 and the Parliamentary Committee on Official Language of 1959
expressed their desire to adhere to the spirit of the Constitution
by

making Hindi the Official language by 1965.

The National Languag!

~

English

It was not like the statement: "Rome has spoken. and the cause
is over."

On the contrary, a fresh and bitter controversy started.

The selection of Hindi, which itself is a regional language widely
spoken in one form or another in the North as the national language,
elicited strong protests from the non-Hindi regions, particularly
from Madras, the Dravidian South.

A. bitter controversy ensued be-

tween the supporters of Hindi and the opponents of Hindi, who favored the retention of English as the official language.

The Hindi en-

thusiasts are compiling their dictionaries and collection of new
terminology as fnst as they can.

Even in this there is opposition

between Hindi purists, Hindi revivalists, and national leaders.
Pu.rists insist upon translated sUbstitutes.

Hindi revivalists seek

to infuse Hindi with a terminology derived entirely from Sanskrit,
the closely related ancient language of the Hindu Vedas.

The result

is that the new words are unrecognizable to native speakers in the
~indi

region.

All the worst features of

66 Ibid., p. 44.

lin~listic

purism are ex-
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hibited in it.

New terms and phrases smack of artificiality and

they are rather stilted.

These are obstacles in the path of the

national language, for there are very powerful competitors in such
non-Hindi languages as Bengali, Tamil, Marathi, which are stronger
and more developed beyond any dispute. 67 National leaders like
Prine Minister Nehru want to encourage the retention of loan words
that have attained usage in the living language.

Even after Nehru's

speech in Hindi, another version of Hindi is broadcast later in order to make the people understand.

Even such a staunch nationalist

Tamil leader as Ohakravarthi Rajagopalachari has stated:
In Delhi parliament, members from Jawaharlal Nehru down to any
one who is educated to some extent express themselves briefly
and clearly whenever they speak in English. They leave no room
for doubt in what they say. But when they use Hindi medium,
they repeat themselves quite often and still find it difficult
to express their ideas preCisely, correctly and fully. This
difficulty arises because of the poverty of the Hindi language,
and of its want of growth. Hindi vocabulary lacks in precision. So our first act should be to put Hindi at school, rather ask the Tamil people to learn Hindi. It is not the Tamil
children that have to pass the examination, rather it is Hindi
itself that should pass the test. 68
·
For the Tamils in Madras, Hindi is as foreign to them as English.

Hindi is still in its infancy.

It is still undeveloped.

Hindi is not equal to English.
Possible Place 12£ English !i!h regard 12 International Understand~
English is much more than a national language of the British.

67selig's. Harrison, Leadership
1959, New York, p. 160.
680 • Rajagopalachari,

Weekly) Madras, 1955.

in
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It is taught as a second language even in countries which boast of
their own national language.

Besides we are in a jet age and, due

to very great facilities for transportation and communication, the
world is becoming smaller and smaller.
may complete a triumphant comeback."

In this modern era "English
The initiative for retaining

English comea not only from educational leaders who see the long
generations of development ahead before many Indian languages can
be effeotively developed and used in education.

Even greater sup-

port and stronger one comes from leaders of non-Bindi regions who
see in English a vehicle of national unity and international understanding.

Understanding this position the supporters of English

have moved a resolution in the Parliament with a view to including
it as a language recognized in the Eighth Schedule. 69
English

~ ~

Window !Q World Cultural

~

Scientific Progress

English also gains greatly from the link between English and
the increasingly vocational and technological orientation of Indian
education.

An ambitious technician, a skilled architect, an earnest

research scholar, a nuclear physicist, or chemist, or a medical doctor, or even a clever administrator who wishes to go outside his
region or wants to advance in knowledge will realize far more sharply than anyone the inescapable necessity of English as a window to
world cultural and scientific progress.

Where and how would he find

SCientific, technical, and cultural terms in Hindi or
language?

~y

regional

To give just a few examples of how the Hindi purists have

69India, A Reference Annual, 1958, p. 44.
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tried to look for substitutes, the author has picked out four simple common words: for rickshaw: (Thrichakara manushya vahana), a
vehicle which has a man as its third wheel; for telephone: (Doora
sravana yantra), a device for hearing from afar; for railway:
(Lohapatha gamana), going over the iron path; and for railroad
ticket: (Agniratha miramasthana patrika), little leaf of paper for
a stopping place of the fire wagon. 70 But higher education through
the English language has served to bring about a feeling of political unity.71

As shining stars in the firmament of science and cul-

ture on the Indian horizon, higher education through English "has
produced a Ramanujam in mathematics, a Raman in physics, a Jagadish
Chandra Bose in natural sciences, a Rabindranath Tagore in literature, and a Gandhi in moral philosophy. n 72
A sampling of the grounded opinions of influential leaders is
not only relevant but necessary to see the entire controversy in
proper perspective.
Opinions of Different Leaders about !h! Position £!
Language Iii India

"

~

English

Among the opinions of Governors presiding over the annual convocation of the West Bengal Rashtrabhasha Prachar Samity at Govern70Selig S. Harrison, ~ Most Dangerous Decades, !!! Introduction 12 the Comparative Study 2! Lgpguage Policy is Multi-L!ngqal
States, Language and Communication Research Center, Columbia University, 1957, p. 19.
71 Ibid ., p. 21.
72Ruthnasamy, p. 176.
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ment Rouse on July 21, 1951, the West Bengal Governor, Dr. K. N.
K2tjU, emphasized the need to propagate Hindi, because that only
could broaden mass contact.

He felt also that the English language

was necessary for political purposes.
Mr. Tusher Kanti Ghosh, who was the chief guest on the

occasio~

said that they should learn Hindi no doubt, at the same time they
could not do away with English which was an international language.
Dr. H. C. Mookerji, Governor of West Bengal and Chancellor of
the University of Calcutta, addressing the graduates of Nagpur University at the annual Convocation said:
Perhaps as a result of an understandable reaction against British domination, there is a tendency today to depose English
from its rightful place in the curriculum of higher studies.
As an educationist, I think that this must be deplored. English, to use an Irishism, is today the lingua franca of the
world. It is through the medium of English that we can most
easily establish and maintain our international and, may I say,
even our inter-State contacts.
If we neglect a proper study of English, we run the risk of
losing our rightful place in the international, cultural, intellectual, economic, and even commercial worlds. I would
therefore most earnestly pray the authorities of our Univer§ities to pay due heed to this aspect of university teaching.13
Opinions Qf Ministers

(1) Shri K. M. Munshi, Food Minister, presid-

ing over the 4th session of the All-India Rashtrabhasha Prachar
Sammelan in Bombay said:
Hindi or Bharati shall be the language, in the common pool of
which, all our Indian languages will have brought their variet~
and expressiveness, shaped and influenced by the graces of Sanskrit, and the power of the greatest of modern languages-English •••••

73 The TDnes Qf India Qf Bombay, July 24, 1951.
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When we say that Hindi must develop under the influence of Sanskrit, it is not to say that it should be Sanskritised •••••
Similarly it would be harmful to replace technical and scientific words current in modern civilization, even if it were
possible. If Hindi is to be a modern language, the English or
international technical terminology must be retained, in easily
identifiable forms, if necessary. English continued to grow,
and once Sanskrit grew by ready assimilation of foreign words.
That was the only way to replace English by Hindi as the medium
of higher education in the country and fulfil the objective of
making it the national language in fifteen years.74
(2) Dr. G. S. Melkote, Finance Minister of Byderabad, presiding
over the valedictory function of the Science College of Osmania Unisaid that in the present political context students should

~ersity

study English, whatever politicians may say, without neglecting the
~other

language.

He observed that people were agitating for the

introduction of Hindi as the medium of instruction, but, he asked,
how many universities, even in northern India had adopted that medium.

Leading universities in India like Kysore, Andhra, Madras, and

Bombay, were continuing to adopt English as the medium of instruction. 75
FO~p:i=n=i_on;2!

Educationists

In a jOint memorandum sent on August 4, 1952, to the Minister
for Education, Government of India, and the States Ministers for Ed~cation,

by Vice-Chancellors, scientists and educationists, in all

twenty-six signatories, it was said:
74The Times 2f India ~ Bombay, November 26, 1951.
75lh! Times ~ India 2f Bombay, February 25, 1952.
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There is hardly a day, when the language question in our Universities is not discussed in the press and from public platforms. A good deal of this discussion shows no grip of the
real educational questions involved, and we as educationists
feel gravely perturbed by the trend of events, and we crave
leave to put before you our viewpoint, as briefly, but as cogently, as possible.
The Constitution of our Republic has laid down that Hindi shall
be the national language of India, but the use of English as
heretofore is permitted for the period of fifteen years after
the commencement of the Oonstitution, and two Commissions at
the end of five and ten years respectively are envisaged to advise the President as to the stages by which English is to be
replaced by Hindi. It is the duty of us all as loyal children
of India to abide by the considered decision of our Constitution, and it is the duty of every University to fall into line
with the new set-up in our country. We were hoping that sufficient time would be lett to the Universities to adjust themselves to the new requirements. We have, however, noticed a
tendency on the part of some Governments, and some of the representatives of non-academic interests on our University bodies, to hurry this transition to an extent, which in our humble
opinion is fraught with grave danger to our academic standards,
and it is our painful duty to draw your attention to it.
We are quite prepared to accept the position that English shall
be replaced by an Indian language-national or regional-by the
end of fifteen years after the commencement of the Constitution
In the meantime, the question of preparing text-books and
translating a certain minimum number of books into Hindi and/or
regional languages will have to be taken up right seriously.
This will naturally take some time, and fifteen years would be
certai~ more than sufficient, provided the Government of India and/or the States Governments are prepared to spend generously several lakhs every year for this purpose, and frame a
definite ten-year scheme. But as educationists we see no possibility.of our being able to do without some good knowledge of
English, for any number of translations will never completely
meet the needs of all the subjects taught in our Universities
with the exception perhaps of subjects purely Indian in their
content. It follows that in the interests of higher education
in India it is ominently necessary to keep up an adequate standard of English even after it ceases to be the medium of instruction. It is from this stand-point that we note with great
distress some of the states Governments trying to reduce the
quantum and quality of English taught in our high schools. It
is a regrettable feature of our present day education in our
schools that the standard of English has been steadily going
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down, which has very seriously affected their study of all
subjects, and the low standard of our graduates has become
most distressing. Things are not going to improve by merely
substituting Hindi and/or a regional language as the medium
of instruction, unless side by side we have proper books in
the languages concerned, and our students are sufficiently
equipped in English, at least to read books in English with
ease and understanding.
If the study of English is killed in our country with an almost indecent haste, the work of a century, perhaps on the
whole more good than bad, will be undone in a few years, and
this will seriously affect the quality of our education. It
is our earnest prayer to you to help the Universities to maintain our standards to our satisfaction. If by any chance it
is the policy of any State Government to weaken English in
high schools, it should be open to Universities to have their
own entrance examination to test a student·s knowledge of English whether he would be able to read English books with ease
and understanding. We should also like to repeat that the Universities would be in a position to do away with English as a
medium of instruction only after books of the reqUisite quality
have been prepared in the new medium. If we look to Governments in India for financial assistance on a generous scale, we
on our part would be glad to see that our professors and other
teachers realize their responsibility in the matter of doing
what they can to make the new medium of instruction an effioient instrument of higher education.
We are oonsoious that at the present moment, opinion is aoutely
divided even within Universities as to the relative superiority
of Hindi as against a regional language as a medium of instruction. Some of us are all in favor of having Hindi as the medium of instruction in all Universities, as it will enable them
to maintain the close oontact they have succeeded in building
up under the Unifying influence of English. It will also be
more economical to conoentrate our energy on one language for
University work rather than on a dozen languages. But whatever
be the medium of instruction finally adopted by a UniverSity,
whether Hindi or a regional language, it would be fair, if
sufficient time is given to all teaohers to equip themselves
for the new medium of instruction, especially as in the past
teachers were recruited on an all-India basis, and they should
not be penalized because of any sudden ohange in the medium of
instruotion.
We humbly request your olose oooperation in the oommon task of
produoing graduates, who can compare favorably with the graduates of the most advanced countries in the West, and we oan but
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look up to the Government of India and the States Governments
to evolve a common policy so as to afford sure guidance to Universities i11 their work.
The Signatories: N. J. Wadia, Vice-Chancellor, Bombay University; S. N. Bannerji, Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta University;
P. Parija, Pro-Chancellor, Utkal University; P. Misra, ViceChancellor. Utkal University; B. L. Manjunath, Vice-Chancellor,
Mysore University; V. S. Krishna, Vice-Chancellor, Andhra University; S. N. Sen, Vice-Chancellor, Delhi University; R. P.
Masani. Ex-Vice-Chancellor. Bombay University, P. V. Kane, ExVice-Chancellor, Bombay University; A. R. Wadia, Ex-Pro-ViceChancellor, M. S. University of Baroda; C. V. Raman. Director.
Raman Research Institute. Bangalore; H. J. Bhabha, Director,
Tate Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay; C. N. Vakil,
Director. School of Economics and Sooiology, University of Bombay, Bombay; V. K. R. V. Rao, Director, Delhi School of Eoonomics, Delhi University; Samuel Matthai, Secretary, Inter-University Board, Delhi; (Mrs.) Hannah Sen, Ex-Directress, Lady
Irwin College, Delhi University; (Mrs.) B. Tarabai, Directress,
Lady Irwin Oollege, Delhi University; H. K. Sherwani, Professor
of Politics, Osmania University; T. K. N. Menon, Dean, Faculty
of Education and Psychology, M. S. University of Baroda; M. N.
Srinivasa, Professor of Sociology, M. S. University of Baroda;
C. D. Narasimhaiah. Professor of English, University of Mysore;
Leela Desai, Dean, Faculty of Home Science. M. S. University of
Baroda, Baroda; G. B. Pandya, Dean, Faculty of Arts, M. S. University of Baroda, Barodal and Perin Vakharia, Dean, Faculty of
Social Work, M. S. University of Baroda, Baroda.76
Opinions
(1)

~

Representative Iga-Xeaching OrganizatioQS

English

~

India

Having compelled the British - or so they think - to quit India, our jingoes and chauvinists are now trying desperately to
cast out the English language too with bell, book and candle
despite the fifteen year lease guaranteed to it by the Republican Constitution. But, unlike the rather blase Briton who confounded his critics by nonchalantly walking out of India in
August, 1947, the English language refuses to quit. It has
struck its roots deep into the Indian soil during the last hundred and fifty years, as it has done in many other parts of the
world. fhat tongue which Milton and Shakespeare spoke was also
761S! Times ~ India, Deoember 3. 1952.
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the tongue in which our earlier arohiteots of freedom - from
Raja Ram Mohan Roy to Shri Aurobindo - preached the gospel of
nationalism. It was the first medium of our modern renaissance
and the mainspring of our regeneration. In the process of becoming the administrative and intellectual lingua franca of
this sub-continent it also inspired us with a new consciousness
of being Indian. As the University CommisSion tersely observed, 'English has become a part of our national habit'.
It vas the realization of this debt that India owes to the English language, and of the perile which may follow its abrupt
and forced substitution. that counselled the Constituent Assembly to lay down a fifteen year period of transition. It is
right that Hindi should be India's national langunge. It is
right that our regional la~1Uage8 should be allowed every opportunity for development and efflorescence. It is also right
that the medium of instruction in our schools should be the
mother tongue of the students. But is it necessary for all
this to short-circuit the English language, and to cut ourself
from the broad streams of inter-national life? It will be like
cutting one's nose to spite one's faoe.
It is Significant that the orusade against English i8 confined
to the Hindi-speaking states. The other stntes not merely resent it, but detect in it the cloven foot of a new lingual imperialism. "Are we merely exchanging the ICing Log of English
for the ICing Stork of Hindi?" is the uneasy murmur heard in the
South and in West Bengal. Sparks have been flying frequently
in Parliament on this issue, and for aU one knowe, the battle
of languages may be fought allover again. Our Universities
which are the nurseries of our ~ture leaders. continue serenely meanwhile with the 'status quo'. English is still·, enthronea
there, and rightly, because the alternative to English is not
Hindi, but Bedlam.
It should be reoognized frankly that even after Hindi becomes
the federal language, English will continue to be the vehicle
of our intellectual comcerce with the rest of the world, and
even between ourselves. Hor is there anything derogatory in
this, for English may well olaim to be one of the tongues whict
make the rich multi-lingual tapestry of India. It may not be
spoken in any particular region, but it informs the beet in
every region and acts as leaven to our cultural life. The educational system introduced by Lord Maoaul~ a hundred years
ago may have had dahumanioing effects on us and must be ohanged. But the English language as such had nothing to do with
it. To contuse the two is to betray prejudice and perverted
pride. To quote the Radhakrishnan Commission Report again:
'English is the only means of preventing our isola.tion trom thE
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world, and we will act wlwise1y if we allow ourselves to be enveloped in the folds of a dark curtain of ignorance,.77
(2)

Hindi'y State Language
After referring to the decision of Bombay's Chief Minister to

circulate for six months the Bill by which his Government seek to
a.rm themselves with power, to declare as soon as they can, that all

legislative business in the state of Bombay and all administrative
correspondence above the district level shall be carried on in
Hindi, the editorial proceeds to say:
Educational authorities, in particular, have again and again
expressed the view that English must, for some time to come,
continue to be the medium of instruction in the higher classes - until the languages of the country can cope with the task.
A striking demonstration of this thoughtful attitude was the
recent decision. of the new University of Poona not to replace
English by Marathl as the medium of instruction. But one is
not sure whether the Government of Bombay will acquiesce in
this. According to a correspondent writing in Harijan, Mr.
Kher seems actively canvassing support for making Hindi the
medium of instruction, though, that, as the correspondent
pOints out, is opposed to the considered recommendation of the
University Commission and inimical to the interests of true
culture. Our regional languages must be developed as speedily
as possible in order to enable them, each in its own s~here,
to replace English in our schools and colleges, but it will be
short-sighted folly to thrust Hindi into our educational system
merely to enjoy the sentimental pleasure of displacing a foreign language. Until the regional language develops enough
scientific and other vocabulary to take over, our educational
authorities would do well to let English well alone; and it
is only after Hindi achieves the same competence and not before, that the Governments of the States and the Union should
elevate it to the status of the state language.
After all, in English, we have, owing to historical circumstances, ready to hand a lively and flexible language with a
great literature, which is now spoken by a large section of
77The Times £f India, Feb~~ry 12, 1951.

~--------------------------------------------------------------5-9--~
the human race. There will be little hurm and groat benefit
to us in continuing to use it whenever it is necessary to do
so. It is an unworthy gibe, that the Madrasi, the educationist as well as the common man, is reluctant to abandon English
because he could beat the northerner at it. The six months
during which the Bombay Bill is to be circulated should lead
to cool and purposeful thinld.ng and to a dra.stic change in tts
provisions. 78
(3)

Education!e

E~cels1s

It criticizes Dr. Rajendra Prasad's advice given at a special
convocation of Osmania University, that edllcation in each linguistic unit should be imparted in the regional tongue, and praises the
Government of Bombay for envisaging the policy of having Hindi as
the medium of instruction in all the universities in the State.

It

then proceeds to say:
The same type of belated fores:i.ght is discernible in the Bombay Government's intimation that it would be 'Unsound educationally· to continue higher in6t~~ot1on in English after 1955.
Has the Administration taken any epecial care to prepare teaoher and student for this change? The Bombay Government's
strange attachment to this magic date is possibly explained by
the fact that this year will signalize seven years since English was abolished in the first three standards of secondary
:.;~il.ools.
'rhe first batoh of stud.ents to suffer from this
thoue~tless change will knock at the University portals within
four years. Poor as their Engllsh now ls, it will undoubtedly
be poorer still when 'dar tag' dawns. Instead of setting a
meaningless deadline and indulging in vain appeals, the Government would do well to reintroduce English in the secondary
schools.79
(4)

Windows Q! the World
After referring to the Convocation Address, delivered by Mr.

78The Hindu Q! Madras. August 29, 1951.
79The Times Q! India, September 5, 1951.
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R. Wadia, to the graduates of Mysore University, in which the

~anguage

~eeds

question had been dealt with at length, the editorial pro-

to say:
Actually what is basic is not the adequacy of Hindi or the
slavishness of learning in a foreign language. It is what is
language for. Language is an instrument of learning, not
knowledge itself. And it cannot be denied that English gives
one access to a wider field than anything available here--or
for that matter anywhere else--which can displace it. Because
of our grasp of the language, moreover, Indians can move freely
in larger areas of the outside world than any other Asian people. In fact, the possession of a western language is the one
advantage we have over many other nations, not only of Asia.
And it is also true that India can ill-afford to close the
smallest window on the outside world.
After referring to Indians' knowing English for international

purposes, the editorial further proceeds to say:
The question of language ought to be decided on an all-India
baSis, instead of its being made the subject of controversy on
the State-level. That was what we thought the Constitution had
not only attempted but achieved. By Article 343, the Constitution not only accepts English as the language to be used for
all official purposes, it lays down that Parliament may after
fifteen years provide for the continued use of English. You
cannot have English retained as the medium of official business
in the Union for fifteen years with the possibility admitted of
extending the time, and, at the same time set about undermining
the teaching of English in the educational institutions. We
cannot understand the zeal with which certain publicists insist
on agitating the public mind on this subject and the active initiation of administrative measures for displacing English.
(The actual word used in Hindi, but the following sentence
makes it clear that it is a printing mistake.) It would have
been very much to the pOint if the Central Government had set
about considering methods of building up Hindi as an official
language and of arranging for teaching English in a manner more
effective than that of relegating it to the position of a "secondary language." That at ~ rate would have saved it from
being mauled in many states. SO

SOThe Bombay Chronicle Qf Bombay, December, 1951.

~--------------------------------------------------6~1~
Hindi .!!! Bombgy
This editorial deals with the booklet on the subject published
by

the Directorate of

Publicity~

Bombay Government.

It argues that

the policy pursued by the Government of Bombay in displacing Englis
by

Hindi is not quite consistent with the Constitution.

Dealing

with the pOint that tithe Hindi that will emerge after fifteen years,
ill inevitably differ from Hindi as it is known today," he quotes
in support of this Mr. B. G. Kher, the Chief Minister, as saying:
"Because of the name of our national language being Hindi, certain
Hindi-speaking provinces are trying to foist their special brand of
Hindi on the whole country as its national language.

But a part c

never take the place of the whole and these friends must realize
that the Hindi which is contemplated under the Constitution will be
a matter of slow growth, and cannot be identified with the Hindi
either of Uttar Pradesh, or of Bihar, or of Madhya Pradesh.
are not the national language. ,t

They

If this is correct the editorial

criticizes the attempt to foist on Bombay a Hindi which has not yet
come into being.

The last paragraph of the editorial runs thus:

It is hard to believe that the men who drafted the Constitution, the Government that commended it, and the distinguished
leaders who lent their support to it, were bent on launching
the country on a linguistic flutter in Hindi with the full
knowledge that English could not be laid aside nor Hindi as a
fully-equipped national language developed in less than fiftee
years. It is equally incredible that the initiative should
have been left, as the Bombay Government seems to think: it is,
to the individual states, when it is specifically laid down
that there should be periodic investigations by Commission before any new move is undertaken. The Bombay Government certainly appears to have been carried away by its excessive zeal
for pushing out English, which is a consideration that seems

~------------------------------------------------~6~2--'
to weigh more with them than the question of the adequacy of
what is to take its place. That the publicists are not unconscious of the thinness of their case is revealed by the pathetic reliance on propaganda devices like 'it is universally admitted it will be unsound educationally'. The objective is
apparently to maneuver the Universities into accepting Hindi as
the medium of instruction by 1955 through drastic forcing of
the pace in the secondary stage. And the irony is that it is
done in the name of implementing the directive of the Constitution~8l

Langugge PolicI Myddle
This article refers to the policy of the Government of Bombay
d points out the provisions of the Constitution for national and
languages and the general feeling in the States in favor of
languages on the ground that "India is not an ordinary hoogeneous country" and that therefore even university education must
e imparted through the different regional languages with the study
f Hindi and English being made voluntary.

With this background

ivek proceeds to write:
While this is the frame of mind of large sections of opinion
and the question of State languages can thus still scarcely be
considered to have been thrashed out, several states are effecting such changes in their system of education as to discourage the study of English. This still remains the medium of
instruction for most subjects at the Universities. Yet the st
dent before reaohing the university is not allowed that period
of preparation in English which would enable him to understand
sufficiently his lectures and books. !he teaching of English
is restrioted to a fewer number of years of the school-going
period than before. Nor even are schools permitted to teach
it outside the school hours to those who want to learn it voluntarily. The consequent result is bound to be frustration to
the student, wastage and failure in soholarship, and loss of
achievement to the country. Ideology, as usual, seems to be
the motive power and in its name action appears to be taken
without full or detailed conSideration of repercussions. The
answer to the question as to why the medium of instruction for

81The BombaI Chronicle, December 22, 1951.
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university teaching in the States should also not be the regional language is simple. There are neither the books nor
the teachers, more especially in technical and social science
subjects. Oommon sense would obviously lie in the provision
of the fullest facilities before making any changes in the system of education. One would suppose that the authorities of a
country notorious for the paucity of the higher educational resources at its disposal would be most anxious to have the fullest use made of them.
Vivek ends his article with the suggestion that the subject
should be examined by a President's Oommission, consisting of "men
of independent judgment and common sense rather than linguistic experts or sound party men. n82
(6)

University Teachers

~

Their Problems

•••• there is far too much of politics in the current discussions on the medium of instruction. While politics cannot be
wholly abolished from a matter that may Vitally affect the
country's future, it is far too little realized in influential
quarters that a deoision on this subject which ignores educational and cultural considerations may prove to be disastrously
wrong and result in stagnation, if not national frustration ••••
There is very general agreement that for a fairly long time to
come college teaching in most subjects will have to be imparted
in English. For this it is necessary that English teaching in
high schools should be geared up at least to the levels that
prevailed before the first World War. In free India as in
other free countries higher education will have ultimately to
be carried on largely in the regional languages, English and
Hindi being compulsory optionals. But before that can be
brought about the people at large must be inducted into the
habit of talking and writing on all cultural topics including
science in their mother tongue. 8 3
(7)

Right Perspective
In his brilliant address to the outgoing graduates of the Mysore University, Mr. A. R. Wadia, Pro-Vice-Ohancellor of the
82The Times 91 India, February 2, 1952
83The Hindu

2! Madras, March 4, 1952.
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M. S. University, Baroda, has made a searching analysis of aca-

demic problems which should set the people, particularly educationists, to furious rethinking. As one intimately connected
with higher education in the country, and one who has "grown
with the Hysore University", he has spoken with confidence and
authority on our over-all educational needs which must necessarily accelerate our evolution as a free, progressive democracy. Refreshingly enough Mr. Wadia's address is free from the
usual overdone glorification of an outdistanced past, now part
of ossified history, and to him a reorientation of our educational system largely means a realistic readjustment to new
values in our cultural, social and political scale. He has not
pleaded for a complete tearing off from our old moorings, but
for a fresh synthesis of old and new, so that the country will
not lag behind in isolation from the rest of the world which is
making phenomenal strides in the realism of science and research, the handmaids of material prosperity and economic wellbeing. Much of what he has forthrightly said may irritate
zealots of nationalism, harking back to an irrevocable past,
but if his views will induce a little of honest introspection
on the part of educational authorities, it may augur well for
the country.

Admittedly after political independence the language question
has become the most important and the most controversial of our
educational problems, and Mr. Wadia has done well in placing it
in the correct perspective. Making a historical approach to
the pOSition of English in this country, he has referred to the
popular tendency to denounce Lord Macaulay as hang-man of our
culture, and has recalled that even a decade before him, one of
the greatest Indians, Raja Ram Mohan Roy, had pleaded for a
liberal and enlightened system of education embracing.mathematics, natural philosophy, chemistry, anatomy, and other sciences. There was, of course, profound ignorance, when Lord
Macaulay claimed that 'even a single shelf of good European
library was worth the whole native literature of India and Arabia', but the fact remains that English has acted as a great
unifying force and has been instrumental in introducing the
best in European literature, politics and science into India.
After freedom there has been a chorus of condemnation of English as the source of all our troubles, but as Mr. Wadia says,
exorcisers of English should take a lesson from the experiment
of Osmania University where Urdu was sought to be prematurely
introduced as the medium of instruction. For over three decades the experiment went on without sighting land. Crores of
rupees were spent on translation of advanced scientific books
into Urdu, and as Mr. Wadia says, the tragedy or comedy of it
was that when the translations were completed, they were virtually rendered outmoded and out of date by fresh progress in the

~---------------------------------~6~5~
fields of science. That was at the University level, but it
is an acknowledged fact that we do not have sufficient number
of text-books. in the regional languages even for the primary
standards. To switch over to Indian languages either in the
schools or universities without a plentiful supply of textbooks is a dangerous enterprize which is bound to furthur militate against academic standards which already represent an
appalingly low level, and we wonder whether this aspect is
fully taken into consideration by the University (it should be
Government) of Bombay when it plans to introduce Hindi as the
medium of teaching from the year 1955.
Mr. Wadia has not, however, pleaded for a perpetuation of English in this country and has conceded that ultimately it will
have to give place to the national language. Never the less,
there must not be a forcing of the pace fraught with great
risks when Hindi, which despite its Constitutional sanction,
has yet to go a long way before it makes itself an adequate
and flexible medium of soientific expression and usage. It is
one thing to concentrate on a rapid development of Hindi to a
level of national acceptance, but it is an entirely different
thing to make haste in throwing out English as an insufferable
abomination even before the reprieve period of fifteen years
as provided in the Constitution. The accent ought to be on the
growth of Hindi and not on the damnation of English as a lingering stigma. Hr. Wadia has also a word of caution to those
who see in the spread of Hindi the decay of the regional languages and are dead set against • profaning t them through a process of borrowing which avowedly one of the most effective
means of linguistic enrichment. Thus he has observed: "We
shall not be any the less good patriotic Indians for continuing
our study of English, and making full use of its wealth even if
it comes to adopting thousands of English words in our languages instead of frittering away our time and energy in coining words of pure Sanskrit or Dravidian origin. What would the
English language itself be, if it had not borrowed wholesale
through long centuries words from every language on earth, including our own Indian l~ges? The query should temper down
our Chauvinists of linguism. 84
t.atuous Herpics
As for the future of English in this country, the sentimental
gibe about an alien language continuing as a slur on our sovereignty was fashionable in the first flush of freedom, but
84Deccan Herald ~ Bengalore, December 9, 1951.
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there are signs that the mood of intolerance is steadily waning under the pressure of facts and reality. Of course, Babu
Rajendra Prasad and people of his way of approach will continue
to contend that unless higher education is divorced from English and undertaken in the mother-tongue, 'it would retard the
nation's progress', but then piety of patriotic opinionation in
the sticky style of a past era is not the same as practicability, and we have to look to other quarters for a distinguished
and rationalistic attitude about the role of English in free
India. Though a champion of Hindi, ~~. K. M. Munshi has openly
come out with the assertion from Bombay that tit is foolish to
talk of dOing away with the study of English language at present. The view has a special bearing on the Bombay State where
attempts are afoot to oust English and herald Hindi as the medium of teaching in University education by a deadline. Evidently the Bombay authorities have not taken the lesson from
the experiment in the Oemania University where the efforts to
foist Urdu as the teaching medium in collegiate education proved ultimately to be a flop. Irrespective of expenditure,
scholars in the Osmania University were for many years engaged
in the translation of text-books and critical treatises into
Urdu, but the patriotic exertion had to be eventually abandoned
as useless on the diecovery that it could not meet beyond a
fraction of academic needs at the higher level of instruction.
It is to this self-stultifying experiment that Sir. A. L. Mudaliar has referred in his address to the University Teachers'
Conference in Madras when he reminded educationists that the
regional language as an instruction-medium in our Universities
cannot be sustained on translations by linguists, as apart from
original text-books written by professors of the subjects concerned. 8 5
(8)

Babel

~

Tongues

It appears that the minority which has been urging, more for
academical than other reason, that the place of English as the
medium of instruction in the University should be taken at the
right time by Bindi has already lost its battle. Blessed by
the Radhakrishnan Commission and a host of eminent persons including both academicians and politicians and buttressed by
many weighty arguments, the proposition that the regional language is the natural medium seems certain of being adopted by
all the universities except some, such as Bombay. This however, does not abate the need for caution in bringing about the
change. Last week-end's annual conference of the Madras Uni-

85Deccan Herald, March 5, 1952.
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versity Teachers' Association sensibly pleaded that the medium
should not be changed until a large variety of suitable textbooks, reference books and journals in the regiona~ language
became available. Almost simultaneously the Gujarat University
Senate passed a resolution peremptorily setting June, 1954, as
the date when the University's Colleges "must" adopt either
Hindi or Gujarati as the medium. Obviously the Guja.rat University Senators are not aware of the confusion ensuing from similar fiats issued by other Universities notably that of Nagpur.
One had only to read the resolution cursorily to visualise the
state of chaos which will engulf the colleges two years hence.
The option between Hindi and. Gujarati is more apparent than
real, for it is difficult to imagine any college in the area
choosing Hindi. That is indeed fortunate because otherwise
with two media of instruction, exchange of students and professors within the University itself will become impossible.
Even without Hindi there will be a babel of tongues. For,
those teachers whose mother-tongue is not Gujarati will be allowed to teach in English until June, 1956, and similarly students with a non-Gujarati mother-tongue will have the option to
answer question papers in English until that date. In the result lectures will be given in some cases in English and the
answers written in Gujarati and other stUdents will be taught
in Gujarati and answer the question papers in English. This
apart, it is a wrong assumption that a teacher can begin lecturing effiCiently from a stated date in a particular language
because it happens to be his mother-tongue.
The same peremptoriness an.d false assumption disfigure the preparation of text-books. These cannot be made to order, if they
are to be of the right type and that in a two-year pe~iod. The
preparation of text-books in a new language must proceed by
trial and error. The right course for the UniverSity would be
to encourage able teachers by generous financial grants to
write books in Gujarati, to publish them at its own cost and
introduce them among professors and stUdents as "recommended tt
books. As it is, university education is at its nadir and
hasty changes, meretriciously patriotiC in appearance, will
only make it worse. 86
Qpinions Q! Representative Teaching Organizations
(1) The state Headmasters t Conference asked the Bombay Government to ufall in line with the general policy laid dmm. by the Gov86The Times £! India £! Bombay, March 9, 1952.
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ernroent of India with regard to the place of English in tne curricu

lum of schools, end introduce a. six yea.r course in the State
schools".
'1'he resolution, embodying the request to the state Government
fUrther sta.ted that the Government of India had formulated its poliCY, regarding the study of English in schools on the recommendatio
of the Central Advisory Board and that the Conference was of the
view tha.t "in the interests of the uniform standF..rd of educational qualifications for all-India services", the Government of Bombay
should adopt the same policy.
(2) All-India Educational Conference was held at Bombay from
October 23rd to 27th, 1951:
(a) Mr. A. A. Fyzee, India's former Ambassad.or in Egypt, presiding over the Oriental Section, •••• made a strong claim for retention of English "as a second language in this country as it was
the language of culture, trade, diplomacy and law. 1I87
(b) A large gathering turned up later in the evening to listen
to a symposium on "The P1ELce of English in our National System of
Education."

~'Ir.

C. P. L. Kapoor, Director of Public Instruction,

Punjab (I), presided.
The consensus of opinion among the speakers was that English
must be retained as a language second in importance to the national
language.

They were agreed that the medium of instruction in the

87The Times 2! India, October 25, 1951.
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initial stages of education must be the mother-tonsue of the pupil,
but

it must be Enelish at the university level. B8
(3) The A.."lnual Conference of the University TBachers in the

state of Madras "'"J.ras held at Madras on the 1st and 2nd of February,

1952.
The Conference in a resolution stated that "English should be
the medium of instruction in the colleges, until a large Yariety
of suitable text-books, reference books and journals in the national and regional languages beca.'1le available. ,,89

With these baokgrounds by way of the historical respect of the
teaohing of English in India, its place prior to independence, the
changes it has undergone since independence, the controversies it
has brought in, it is hoped that ttle analysis cf English in school
curricula in Madras can be seen in clearer focus.

S8The Times 91. India, October 25. 1951.
89The ,,-imes

£1. India., February 5, 1952.
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CHAPTER III
THE STUDY OF ENGLISH IN THE STATE OF MADRAS
The new State of Madras as formed under the Reorganization of
states Act of 1956,1 is bound by the new Mysore and Andhra States
in the North, the Bay of Bengal on the East, and the ranges of West-

ern Ghats on the West, and the Indian Ocean on the South.

With the

coming of five ta1uks (a sub-division of a district), from the Travancore-Cochin State to Madras, the famed Lands' End of India, Cape
Comorin has come to this State.
Republic.

It is the southernmost state of the

This reorganization has resulted in a reduction of the

area and population of the former Madras Presidency by one-sixth.
Madras now ranks in area as the eleventh among the fourteen States
of the Union, though on the basis of population it takes fifth
place.

.

With the transfer of South Kanara - the Kanada linguistic

section, and Malabar districts - the Malayalam linguistic section,
to Mysore and Kere1a States respectively, the State of Madras has
become a compact linguistic unit.

Its population at present is

29,974,936, in an area of 50,110 square miles with literacy of 19.3
lIndia, A Reference Annual, 1958, the Publications Division,
Government of India, p. 40.
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percent. 2

Even though every attempt is made, elementary education

is, as yet, neither compulsory nor free.

The linguistic problem

varies from state to state, from place to place and from person to
person.

The mother-tongue, the regional language, the official lan-

guage, the classical language and English are the languages which
have to be studied for one reason or other.
imum number, the minimum may be three.

While this is the max-

For a Tamil boy living in

the State of Madras, the linguistic burden may be reduced to the
minimum three:

Tamil, his mother-tongue, Hindi, the official lan-

guage of the Union, and English, the cultural language.

To these

may be added a classical language, Sanskrit or Latin, or French as
an optional language.

Thus it is evident that the burden of multi-

lingualism will not be equally felt allover India and will vary
from place to place and person to person.

Those pupils who carry a

light linguistic load will naturally find more time for other subjects of study than those who will have to struggle under a heavy
linguistic burden.
In the teaching of English the Presidency of Madras has the
oldest history.

As early as 1772 Christian missionaries started

this enterprise,3 establishing English schools in Madras and its
suburban places to facilitate the intercourse of the natives with
Europeans.

Acting upon this idea of the early Christian mission-

2Hindustan Iearbook, ~, Calcutta, 1958,
Sons, p. 742.

s.

C. Sarkar and

3Joseph Mullens, Missions is South India Visited ~ Described,
London: Dalton and Co., 1854, p. 66.

.1
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aries the Court of Directors enthusiatically supported the English
schools by their despatch of 1787. 4 In the second decade of the
nineteenth century missionaries representing the Society for the

Ijl
III

I,!
Ii'l'
I'

I,

d
I

propagation of Christian knowledge started to organize in Madras
combined English and Tamil elementary schools.

These missionary

activities endorsed by the Directors of the Company were spread
throughout the Presidency, Sattianadhan in his book mentions that
the missionary educators tried to take these educational opportunities even to the rural areas. 5 But there was not much success in
this effort.

The Presidency was divided into four great linguistic

groups, Tamil, Telugu, Kanada, and Malayalam.

There was a great

need for a common medium of intercourse, not only for Europeans and
Dravidians, but among the Dravidians themselves who occupied this
Presidency. 6 It was but natural then that this great need provided
additional support to the cause of English education in Madras.
Missionaries in Madras believed that the four vernacular languages
were sufficient for the elementary functions of life, but they
thought the introduction of the English language would help primarily conversion work and secondarily the communication of "Western
light and know1edge. 1t

The primary object of conversion work was

4Sharp, pp. 3-4.
\

5Samuel Sattianadhan, History 2! Education 19 ~ Madras ~
idency, Madras: Srinivas Varadachari and Co., 1894, p. 5.

II

6Charles Edward Trevelyan, Qn the Education ~ !h& People Q!
India, London: Longman and Green, 1838, p. 179.
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disproved by subsequent history; on the contrary in the Presidency
of Madras English stood as the vehicle of modern culture, and as
such has proved more enduring than as an instrument of conversion
to Christianity.
The Hindus who were by far the majority of the people of Madras
evinced a great desire for English on account of various economic
and political reasons.

The surveys of the indigeneous system of ed-

ucation taken in the first part of the nineteenth century reveals
the great desire on the part of the Indian students for English.
It was the language of the ruler; it was the passport for government
jobs; it was lucrative and saved them from hard manual labor of
their parents and forefathers; and besides English made them share
in the cultural heritage of the ruling power.

The curiosity of the

Indians was thus roused, and in the Madras Presidency the passion
for English knowledge was keenly felt.

The greatest obstacle how-

ever was the poverty of the people, for education was neither free
nor compulsory.7

In the words of Adam, "the desire to obtain a

knowledge of English has been so great that a school in which this
was not taught was sure to dwindle away.fl 8 Sir Thomas Munroe, Governor of Madras, made inquiry regarding indigeneous education in
that Presidency in 1822.

In his minute of 1826, he brought to the

attention of the Government the poverty of the people and the indif-

7Treve1yan, p. 167.
8 Adam ,s Report, p. 25.

i
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ferent attitude of the Government. 9

He therefore proposed that the

Government should establish in each collectorate two principal
schools, one for the Hindus, and the other for the Mahomedans. 10

It

is evident from his recommendations that he wanted the government to
follow a strict orientalist policy in education.
iWas himself an oriental scholar.

Sir Thomas Munroe

He is reported to have remarked

that "if civilization is to become an article of trade between the
two countries, I am convinced that England will gain by the import
of cargo."ll

Munroe's proposals were sanctioned by the Court of
Directors in 1828, a year after his death. l2 But the implementation
of his proposals was tried in a very half-hearted manner by his successors,l3 and in 1830 the Court of Directors wrote that the Govern~ent

of Madras would do well to concentrate on the spread of English

education rather than on an attempt to spread educa.tion among the
masses through the verna.culars.

Richey has very succinctly summar-

ized, when he pointed out that education in Madras after the death
of Munroe consisted of minutes of successive Governors •••• " outlining policies which were never adopted fully, of reports from the ed~cational

boards submitting schemes which were never brought into
, I

9Ann. Baau, p. 188.

lOIbid., p. 188.
llArthur Mayhew, ~ Education of India, Second edition: London:
and Gwyer, 1928, pp. 18-19.
12A. N. Basu, Ope Cit., pp. 190-194.
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effect, of orders of the local government constituting new educational authorities each of which was short lived, together with dispatches from the Court of Directors criticizing the policies framed
by the Governors, rejecting the schemes submitted by the educational

and dissolving the new educational authorities constituted by
the local government. 14 The forceful arguments of Macaulay gave

~oard

strength and standing to English language.

They were Ita model of

just and comprehensive reasoning in favor of English."15

This nat-

urally helped its status in Madras and its environs too.

After Ma-

caulay there was a great interest and enthusiasm for English evinced
by those who could afford such an education.

As has been indicated

in the historical survey, the progress of English educa.tion in the
Presidency of Madras was smoother and unhindered by linguistic controversies of any kind.

The ideas of MncalLlay and the Calcutta An-

gllcists gained the ascendency in Madras.

English education and the

infiltration theory of giving English education to a few and water

d
I

it to others through them became part of the accepted creed in
Southern India as in upper and. central India. 16 Lord Hardinge still
further enhanced it by his resolution of 1844 stating that "preference shall be given in the selection of candidates for public em-

14J • A. Richey (ed.) Selections ir2m Educational Records, Part
II, 1840-1859, Calcutta: Superintendent, Government Printing, 1922,
p. 177.
~

15 F • W. Thomas, ~ History and Prospects Q! British Education
India, London: George Bell and Sons, 1891, p. 35.
16Sathiyanadhan, p. 16.

I
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plOyment to those who have been educated in the institutions thus
established, i.e. English institutions established by the GovernIIlsnt.ttl7

Commenting on the Resolu.tion of Lord Hardinge, H. R. James

wrote that "it had given English education its v·a1ue in terms of
livelihOOd_"lS

linally the Dispatch of 1854, which haa been de-

scribed as the "Magna Charts of Indian eduoation n19 gave Madras the
basic prinCiples for the progress of Bnglish. 20 It asserted:
Before proceding further, we must emphatically declare that the
education which we desire to see extended in India is that
which has for ite object the diffusion of arts, SCience, philoSOPhY! and literature of Europe J in short, of European knowledge. 2
It insisted that

Er~lish

sho\ud be the medium of instruction in

higher education, i.e. in colleges and second.ary schools.
It has hitherto been neco66v.ry, owing to the want of trsnslations or adaptations of European works in the vernacular languages of India, end to the very imperfect shape in whioh European knowledge is to be found in any languages of the East, for
those who desire to obtain 8. l1berHl eo:ucation, to begin hy the
mastery of the English language as a key to the literature of
Europe; and a knowledce of English will be t\l WayfJ osnentj.al to
thoae natives of India who aspire to higher order of education. 22
l7Richey, p. 90.

lSH. R. James, Eguc!t19n ~ Stitespan§h1p in Ind1i, 1897-1910,
London: Longmans Green and Co., 191i, p. 32.
19aichey, p. 180.
20Hunter Report, p. 25.
I

21Parliamentary Papere, 1854, XLVII (393) 2.
famous Dispatch is given in pp. 1-18.
22Ibid •• p. 2.
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Soon after the British started their university education in
adras. Bombay and Oalcutta.

This was the immediate result of the

These three Universities were established in the
of the University of London, which is an affiliating UniverAt present there are three types of Universities in India,
iz: affiliating university, residential university, and teaching
iversity.

The first three universities were merely affiliating

and examining bodies.

They prescribed courses of study, organized

examinations in the affiliated colleges and secondary schools, issued the diplomas and certificates, granted degrees to successful
candidates educated in affiliated colleges and secondary schools,
thus preserving uniformity in efficiency.

The hold of the Madras University over the secondary schools
exeroised through the matriculation examination or Secondary
School Leaving Certificate Examination, only a passing of which made
the students eligible for the college admission.

This contributed

o the dominance of English over the curricula of secondary sohools.
he hold of English over the whole curriculum was also heightened by
he final examinations, passing of which became an indispensable
for the higher positions in the government.

For any

ecent job or for admission to college English was not only a "sineua-non", but the higher the grade or the greater the percentage of
arks a student scored, the greater was his or her chances of geting either the post or the admission into the college he or she de-

II
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sired.

The Indian Universities Commission observed:

The declared object of the policy which led to the establishment of the Indian universities was the extension of European
knowledge by means of the English language in the higher
branches of instruction. The proper teaching of English must
for this reason be regarded as the most important matter in the
curriculum of the high schools and universities. 23

Bl Matriculation Examinations
-Domination
It is often humorously remarked that "the matriculation examination is the greatest botheration for the youthful generation of
the Indian nation. tf

Suocess in the matriculation examination held

at the end of the high school course was considered the passport for
government jobs, which, as mentioned earlier, was the chief purpose
of secondary education.

Hence the main aim of the students was to

pass this examination somehow or other.

The chief purpose of the

teachers appeared to be to help as many pupils as possible to get
over this hurdle.

All the activities of the schools tended to cen-

ter around this prime requisite so muoh that the teachers and students alike testified to the University Education Commission:
The
end
how
how

endless tale of how examinations have become the aim and
of education, how all instruction is subordinate to them,
they kill all initiative in the teacher and the student,
capricious, invalid, unreliable and inadequate they are •• 24

Uniformity
The need for passing the terminal examination in order to get
employment in government service led to an uniformity of studies.

23Rero~ of th~ University Education Commission, I, 327, Delhi:

Manager

0

biIcations, 1949, p. 327.

24Siquiera, p. 97.

I'
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Almost everyone took the same courses to pass the same examination.

fhe .Q.u1nguennial Review of 1912-17 still complained that "95 per
oent of the boys who pass through secondary schools follow the curricula prescribed by the universities for the matriculation examina.tion. "25
The Commission of

1882

had recommended that:

in upper classes of high schools there should be two divisionsone leading to the entrance examinations of the universities,
the other of a more practioal oharacter intended to fit youths
for commeroial and non-literary pursuits. 26
Consequently, attempts were made in some provinces in the next
~wo

decades to introduce vocational courses leading to a school fi-

pal examination.
~ate

But as this examination neither qualified a candi-

for college entrance nor for a government service, the scheme

pf vocational courses and the new examination did not prove success~.

In contrast to this the matriculation examination still gave

poth these advantages, hence the continued dominance of the latter.
Bookish and Superficial
That this education is bookish is a general complaint.
II-ng
~ven

Learn-

has not been by the "investigation of things," but by reading,
more by listening to what the teacher says.

The test of suc-

pess in this education is the ability to give back in recitation or
~xamination
~educes

what had originally been assigned for learning.

This

the individual to intellect and the intellect largely to

25 The Quinguenni!k Review, 1912-17.
26 Ibid •
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II1emory.

Education, as will be shown later, has been devoid of life

experiences and interest.

The children accepted what was taught

wi thout investigating things and experiencing what was taught.

Life

activities which develop the various qualities of boys and girls
were at the minimum.

Where these existed, they were incidental and

not consciously arrived at.
l!¥-ck !ll Oi tizenahie Training
Education for citizenship and for civic consciousness in the
youth who went through schools has been neglected.

Efforts to in-

culcate in them a spirit of social well-being and social service are
not much in evidence.

These boys and girls were considered to be

the privileged few who would "filter" down their "superior" knowledge to their sisters and brothers who were denied such a privilege.
The underlying idea in its whole educational policy was to create a clase of educated Indians who may be useful for occupying
the subOrdinate offices of the government of India, and provinoial governments.27
A vivid picture of this position is that given by a poet when
he said:
I knew of a person, not an architect, who offered to build a
house for another equally innocent of architecture. The materials procured were of the best, workmanship was unexceptionable, but after the building was finished it was discovered
that no staircase had been provided in the plan. In the educational structure of our country, the provision of a stairway
between its lower and upper floors has similarly been left out
of its plan from the very beginning. Thus the lower story bore
the burden of the upper story overhead but has not been able to

27 J • M. Mehta, "Educational Reconstruction in India", p. 56.
Post-~ Education ill India.
New Delhi: Government
Publications, 1939.
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use it. The occupants of the former have to pay for the latter
but cannot avail of it. 28
Ne,glect $11. Vernacular
The continued dominance of English led to the neglect of the
vernaculars.

The Educational Dispatch of 1854 had recommended the

gradual enrichment of the verna.cula.r languages; also they should be
the media of instruction below the high school stage.

The policy

of the educational department at this time, however, was apparently
not favorable to giving such an importance to the modern language ot

~ndia.29
!he situation, consequently, did not improve much.

But in the

!beginning of this century public opinion became critical of the of~icial
~he

position.

The Goyernment Resolution of 1904 thus explained

relative position of English and vernaculars:
Except in certain larger towns •••• English has no place, and
should have no place, in the scheme of primary education. It
has never been the policy of the government to use the English
language for the vernacular dialects of the country. It is
time that the commercial value which a knowledge of English
commands, and the fact that the final examinations of the high
schools are conducted in English, cause the "secondary schools"
to be subjected to certain pressure to introduoe prematurely
both the teaching of English as a language, and its use in the
medium of instruction; while for the same reasons the study of
the vernaculars in these schools is liable to be thrust into
the background.30

2Ba.

Tagor., Inaugural Address, "New Educational Fellowship",
15. Washington, D.C.: Information Service of India, ~letin
~o. 1, 1950.
~.

29Nurullah and Naik, p. 298.
3°J;bid., p. 354.
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Indian Culture !IDS. ;ets Needs

By far the most potent factor--one which is not generally em~hasized--is

the neglect of the Indian culture.

The most important

pf a.ll the causes that influenced the educt::!.tional system was the be~ief

that the western culture and civilization should be impressed

pn the minds and will of the people of India.
~es

Grant on the condition of the people of India has already been

referred to.
~

The writing of Char-

What was aimed at was classically expressed by no less

person than Macaulay himself:
We must at present do our best to form a class who may be interpreters between us and the millions we govern, a class of
persons, Indians in blood and color, but English in taste, in
opinions, in morals and in intellect.31
Those responsible for framing the educational system and put-

ting it into effect did not take into account that as long as an existing nation or country, India had a culture of ita own--its own
~anguages,

customs, religions, natural and physical surroundings,

[lTays of thinking, and the like.

Western knowledge was useful and

even necessary but the process of learning, acquiring that knowledge, should have been Indian.
Inatead of assimilating European art and science into our o~m
system by an immanent organio prooess of interspersion. she has
piled it up on her back externally, fatiguing and impoverishing
herself into the bargain. The Indian hae acquired new ideas
through the medium, not of images and words and associations
which he knew before, but of the language and imagery and a way
of thinking altogether foreign and unknown.32

31~h§ Educational SYstem, p. 36.

~ffairB.

Oxford Pamphlets on Indian
Madras: 6xfordUniversity Press, 1952.

32Siquiera, pp. 12-13.
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The crux of what has been said is so forcefully expressed by

I
I

Mahatma Gandhi:
I want the culture of all the lands to be blow-n. about my house
as freely as pOEsible. But I refuse to be blown off my feet by
any.33
In a significant discussion of the culture of the Far East,
Northrop highlighted this by comparing:
For the genius of
knowledge and has
the West was not,
can be known only

the East is that it has discovered a type of
concentrated its attention continuously, as
upon a portion of the nature of things which
by being experienced. 34

Rightly he ad.ded:
Correctly to know and understand the East entaile not merely
the having of immediate experiences of its concrete cultural
forms and practices, but also the vie'"ing of these immediately
experienced facts from the oriental rather than the western
standpoint. For this, experience alone, essential as it is, is
not enough. The basic oriental premises which have made these
experiences what they are, and which have defined the standpOint from which the Orient views them. must also be grasped.35

I .

It seems to the author that the same idea was expressed in different words by that ancient sage of Ohina. Confucius, who emphasiz..
ed, "the achieving of true knowledge depends upon the investigation
of things--when things are investigated. then true knowled.ge is
achieved. "36

1953.

33Repub1iC ~ India, p. 5, Washington, D.C.: Embassy of India,

34F•8 •C• Northrop, The Meeting 9i. .I.!U!! and ~. p. 315. New
York: The Macmillan Co.,-r940.
35 Ibid ., p. 320.

-

36 Ibid ., p. 323.
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The result of not baaing the education of India on Indian culture has ended in vthat has been aptly described by Mrs. Sorojini
Naidee:
We are today no more than ~ltile puppets of an artificial and
imitative system of education which is unsuited entirely to the
special trend of our national genius. It has robbed us of our
proper values and perspect:tve and deprived us of all true initiative and originality in seeking authentic modes of self expression. 37
Neglecting to grasp this fundamental basis of true education in
setting up the system of eduoation in India is root cause of its defects.
Articulation 1<1i th Other Eduoational

I'
Ii

r.lev~ls

i1

}.JJ. wendage !Q

lli

~v!rsi t.1!

The establishment of the high school to impart a higher form ot

;1 '

instruction, through English, to the upper clo.soeo in contrast to
the primary school giving

~~

I,

inferior type of instruction through

the 10cn1 "dialect" to the masses, helped. to lliden the cleavage between primary and secondary education.

Further, the secondary

schools did not grow out of the primary schools but were established
as an appendage to, tied to the tail of, the university.
tional relationship

o~

the studies in secondary schools were more

toward the colleges than to the primary schools.
~cation

The fUnc-

Thus secondary ed-

instead of being planned for preparing for lite the vast

Imajority ot students who did not go to college, became a preparation
for the university.

37W• J. McKee, Developipg ~ Project Curriculum, p. 79, BostonNew York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1928.
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This resulted in a twofold disadvantage.

The universities

were filled with students unfit to benefit by higher studies and
the schools failed in their proper function in the educational system.
Roor Articulation !!!b Elementary Schools
It has just been mentioned that secondary education did not
grow out of elementary education but developed as an appendage to
university education.

Moreover, the greater governmental support

and the enhanced utility of English taught in these schools were being treated apart

!£2m

the secondary schools.

Because of the impor-

tance of secondary schools in leading to jobs, they flourished at
the expense of elementary education.

A survey made by the Indian

education commission revealed the progress of secondary education in
the period between 1856-1882.

Therefore, it recommended that the

government should, in the future, make strenuous efforts to spread
primary education and leave the expansion of secondary education
mainly to private enterprise.

But as events turned out. secondary

education again spread very rapidly between 1882 and 1902 and the
cause of primary education continued to be neglected as before. 38
Inadequate Development g! Second!tY Schools

,~ Rur~

Areas

Little attention was paid to a proper distribution of secondary
schools among the urban and rural areas.

In spite of efforts made

by the Indian Education Commission of 1882 to extend secondary edu3a.urullah and Naik, p. 318.
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cation to villages, little progress was made.

The Report made by

the Central Advisory Board of Education on Post-War Educational Development in India, published in 1946, gives this evidence:
The distribution of high schools between rural and urban areas
is a question which needs careful consideration. The figures
for 1940-46 show that out of a total of 3,861 high schools in
British India, 2,310 are located in urban areas, by which is
meant towns with a population of over 5,000 persons, although
the total po~ation of these areas only amounts to one-tenth
of the who1e.39
Recent Reforms--The Scheme of 1948--and Prospects
Basic Phi±osopPl !n4 Purpo@e
Thus on the eve of independence a great deal of dissatisfactioI
was in evidence regarding the existing system of education.

That.

the purpose of true education resulting in the full development of
the student was seldom achieved was the common complaint.

The de-

mand for an all-inclusive program on progressive lines received
widespread recognition and has, so far as secondary education in the
state of Madras is concerned, resulted in the Reorganization Scheme
of 1948.
By ways of characterizing the new scheme, the Department of Education, Madras, makes the following statement in regard to objectives:
••••• mere giving of knowledge is not sufficient and mere development of the intellect at the expense of character and social
sense may lead to undesirable consequences. And so education
to be true and of lasting value should, in addition to giving
knowledge and sharpening the intellect, also develop character

39Post-war Educational Development of India, p. 17. Report of
the Central Advisory Board of Education,-Wew Delhi, 1946.
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and social sense. Our boys and girls must be made to feel that
higher life consists not in their personal satisfaction and aggrandissement, but in serving the community and the State. Education in free India should possess the characteristics of education of a free people in which men and women are trained to
think freely, live and act with discipline and have ideals of
service and devotion towards their country. The present reorganization of education has been effected with these ideals in
view. 40
In an explanatory statement of the scheme of Reorganization of
Secondary Education, 1948, the aims are stated thus:
The chief aim of the reorganization of secondary education was
not only the general one of making the course more useful and
practical but also one of preparing students for life by integrating character training through activities with the imparting of knowledge in schools. Its objective was, therefore, not
merely one of passing a qualifying examination to test the
knowledge of the students but of imparting qualities of honest~
selt-reliance and self-respect, to give them a desire for social service and in general, to fulfill all the requirements of
good citizenship.
The second aim of the reorganization was to provide suitable
courses for students whose talents and aptitudes required other
than academic studies for their full development. At the end
of the III Form course provision is therefore, made in the new
scheme for diversified courses. Of these one course provides
the establishment of trade schools, and the others for such
diversified courses as (a) pre-technical, (b) secreta~ialt and
(c) domestic and aesthetic high Bchool courses, in addition to
the existing academic courses.41
In a helpful booklet, ienera! In;roduction 12 !h! New Syllabus~,

~his

issued in 1949 by the Department of Public Instruction, Madras,
further clarification of purposes is made:
The new curriculums and syllabuses seek to do two things: (1)
40The Scheme ~ Reorganization ~ Secondary Education, pp.
of Public Instruction, Madras: Government Press of

~-lO, D'epartment
~ndia, 1948.

41Ibid ., p. 2.

i
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to illuminate this environment in all its aspects to the child,
and (2) to train him to act responsibly to it.
The aims of the syllabuses will be that the child should learn:
to
to
to
to
to

think effectively and to communicate his thoughts clearly;
understand and appreciate his cultural heritage;
experience the joy of creative activity and expression;
deal competently with quantitative aspects of experience;
respect and husband natural resources and realize his dependence on themJ
to appreciate the contributions to modern life of science,
technology and invention;
to understand the social order of which he is a part so that he
may be able to criticize constructively and share in social
reform and advance;
to participate in a democratic way of life, accepting responsibility and learning cooperation;
to look beyond the bounds of his own country and realize something of the interdependence of nations and the necessity for
some means of oommunication between them;
to share in and appreciate the worth of manual labor on which
we depend for the satisfaction of our basic needs;
to understand the elementary principles of physical and mental
health;
to know something of the principles of good l1fe. 42
Moreover it says:
These aims enumerated above cannot be achieved by class-room
instruction alone. The pupils need opportunities for translating them into action. School organization as well as ~yllabus
es must be adapted to these aims. Curriculum and organization
are intimately related.43
Underlying the pursuit of all this activity is the belief that
the child learns as much, if not more, from his own activities
than from the words which drop from the lips of his teacher, or
which he reads in his textbooks. The teacher's part is to
guide and stimulate the child in his learning, to direct him to
suitable materials, activities, and to illuminate his experiences from his own wider knowledge and experience. The syllabus lays down the direction in which the child should be guided. Where the emphasis is on the pupil activity and learning
42General Introdu~tion to the New Syllabuses, pp. 3-4, Department of Miio Instruction, Madras:Government Press, 1949.
43 Ibid ., p. 4.
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in learning, rather than teaching, the teacher haa more opportunities of catering for individual differences. He will direct the child toward tasks suited to his capacity, not expecting the slow to produce as much, either in quantity or quality
as the bright. The intelligent will have their capacities exercised to the full, but the less able will also feel that they
have a part to play in the common task. It should be the aim
of every teacher so to arrange class-room activities that no
child need feel a failure.44
Madras English Syllabus
The secondary school in the state of Madras as well as in other
parts of India is organized over a period of six years, beginning
with standard VI to VIII, or Forms I to III as it was known formerly, and ending with Standard. IX to XI. or Forms IV to VI.

The form-

er section is known as the middle or lower secondary school, and the
latter the high school or upper secondary school.
fill independence was attained, English was the first language,
and the regional language was the second language.

Till the scheme

I"

'I
I

I

of 1929 the medium of instruction was English.

In 1929 they began

to discuss the changing of the medium of instruction and the rule
"

(Rule 21 of Madras Educational Regulations) was amended on November
18, 1938, and the amendment read as follows:

tithe medium of in-

struction shall be either the mother tongue of the pupils or the
principal language of the distriot, as the case may be. n45

As soon

as this amendment was introduced, the district educational officers
~ere

informed that all schools should use the mother tongue as the

44Ibid ., p. 5.
45Amendment to Rule 21. M.E.R., Diet. No. 5178 dated 18/11/
1938, Govt. Publication, '38.

I'
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medium of instruction in Forms 1_111. 46
middle school.

It did not stop with the

Soon Rule Sixty of the Madras Educational Regula-

tions was amended, and the rule was passed that instruction in all
classes of secondary schools should ordinarily be given through the
regional language. 47

Numerous applications were immediately re-

ceived for exemption from introducing the mother tongue as the medium of instruction in subjects like algebra, geometry, physics,
chemistry,

bot~~y

and

other science subjects.

The grounds generallJ

urged for exemption are lack of appropriate technical terms and wan1
of suitable text books in the local languages.

The directors of

public instruction considered that it should be possible to teach
these subjects through the mother tongue of the pupils. retaining
the true use of the established scientific vocabulary.48

The posi-

tion of various languages was modified as follows:
The Provincial Advisory Board agreed by a majority:

1.

that English should be taught compulsorily from Forms II
to VI instead of from Forms I to VI as recommende~ by the
Board of Secondary Education,

2.

that provision should be made for the teaching of Hindustani in Forms I to III, and

3.

that the pupils may choose between Hindustani or a foreign
or olassical language in Forms IV to VI in addition to the

46Government Order, Ms. 1164 Education, dated 25/5/1938, Govt.
Publication, 1938.
47Amendment to Rule 60, M.B.R., Proceedings of D.P.I •• No.
1480 E/40 dated 3/11/42.

4Ba.C.

No. 51, E/39 dated 27/10/1939 of D.P.I. Govt. Publications, Ma<lras.
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regional language. 49
The Madras Government after reviewing the recommendations of
the Provincial Advisory Board decided as follows:
1.

The regional language should be the firot language,

2.

Hindi should be the second language,

3. English should be the third language and six periods of

forty-five minutes each have to be allotted for the teaching of English in high schools. 50

As a result the standard of English teaching went very low.

Suit-

able text books were not yet ready in the regional languages.
Schools were permitted to use the old text books in conjunction
with the new syllabus.

The teachers were asked to supplement and

correlate the language with the activities of the school.

The vo-

cabulary of the textbook may be supplemented by the vocabulary relating to the craft provided in the school and general activities
of the locality.

The vocabulary may include the names of the tools

and materials used, and the names of processes employed in the
craft.

The activities ot the school like the school assembly, the

designation of the office bearers, the names of the articles of
equipment. and of the place of the assembly, and the commands used
for ordinary movements should be introduced.

This introduction

should be attended with the teaohing of the correct pronunciation
and spelling of the terms introduced.
49Government Ordgr ~. !Q. ~ Education dated 29/5/1948.
5°Proceedinga of the Director of Public Instruction, Dis. No.

415 B/37.
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In 1948 at the reoommendation of the Board of Seoondary Eduoation and that of Madras and Andhra universities, and as a new language, Hindustani was to be taught from Form I, the Government ordered that English should be taught from Forms II to VI, but within
a year it saw its own mistake, reconsidered the question and deoided that English should be taught from Form I to VI in secondary
schools,5l so as to enable pupils to acquire sufficient knowledge
of the language in the secondary school stage.

It ordered that in

Form I six periods must be alloted for English, and the syllabus in
English for Form II might be followed in Form I in 1949-50. 52 This
change and counter-change was necessitated by a steady and sure deterioration in the standard of English, as seen from the proceedings of the Director of Public Instruction, Madras.

To quote his

very words:
The Director regrets to observe that there has been a steady
deterioration in the standard of English in oase of pupils appearing for the Secondary School Leaving Certificate Examinations. The following remedies are suggested for the immediate
consideration and adoption by the management of all the secondary schools in the province:
(a)

The teaching of English should be done only by teaohers
specially qualified or trained to teaoh English. English
in the lower Forms also should be entrusted only to Graduates of the staft.

(b)

More carefu1 preparations of lessons should be insisted
upon and more oral and written work should be done in English paying individual attention to pupils.

51Government Order 1394 Education dated 29/5/1948.

52Proceedi~s of the Director of Public Instruction, Madras
R.C. No. 1166 EI/49.
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(c)

(d)

Teachers

--

Schools should be equipped with ad.equate Libraries oontaining suffioient aui table English books for pupils' use
and there should be a systematic organimation of Library
classes under proper supervision.
Promotions

~bould

in English."

a:

be stricter with the prescribed minimum

~~§b

Graduates generally were considered qualified to teach English

in high sohool forms besides the subjeot in which they were oompe-

tent to teaoh by the virtue of their haVing taken theae sub j eots in
their Bachelor of Arts Degree oourses.

A fair amount of English is

learned by all Bachelora of Arts and they may therefore be considered qualified to teach English provided they bave been trained in
the methods of teaoh1ng English.

But wherever there was soaroity

of teaohers t graduates· were permitted to teach even though they had
not been trained in the methods of teaching English.

Graduates

with soience degrees were not allowed to handle English olasses in
Forma IV to VI.

The simple reason was tha·t they did not have euf-

ficient courses in English Language Arts. and they were not'. trained
in the methods of teaching English.

So the min.1mum requirement tor

a teaoher of English in the Secondary sohools is that he should

have both a Baohelor of Arts Degree in English Language Arts and a
Bachelor of Teaching methods in English.
With the scarcity of proper English teaohers. and with the
opening of numerous secondary sohools, and with the slow but steady
5'Prooeedtngs of the Direotor of Public Instruotion, Madras
dated 27/8/44.

R.C. No. 2'50 E.

4'
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deterioration of the standard of English, the government had to act
fast, and deoide about the position of English.

So in 1950 the Dir-

ector of Public Instruction made it clear by the proceedings that
the government has decided that the first language should be the
mother tongue of the pupil, the second language should be English,
which should be offered as a compulsory sub j ect, and the third language, Hindustani, to be considered as optional. 54 This scheme was
introduced in 1950-51.
~as

contemplated.

Before it was in full swing, another scheme

In pursuance of the recommendations of the legis-

lature on education, and the reorganization of the school course
committees, new syllabuses were drafted for the various subjects of
the curriculum and they came into effect during 1958-59.

The educa-

tional ladder starts with the elementary school from Standard I to
IV.

The lower secondary consists of Standards V to VII, and English

is introduced at the fifth Standard, a year earlier than the previous syllabus. The upper secondary oomprises standards VIII to
XI. 55 The ~ of the syllabus is to enable the stUdent to comprehend and to use simple idiomatic English in both speech and writing.
The study of the prinoiples of grammar and oomposition should,
therefore, be definitely practical; and should be designed to enable
the pupil to reoognize and use ourrent forms, and it should be con54Proceed1ngS of the Director of Public Instruotion, Madras:

R.C. No. 2,2' EI/49, dated '1/7/50.

55Draft ReVised Syllabus; Offioe of the Director of Public Instruction, Madras: dated 25/8157, Govt. Prese, p. 225.
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atantly applied to the study of the reading texts.

Thore will be

two kinds ot readers, general readers tor language study, and supplementary readers tor extensive reading. 56
The i!agher of English should make use of much general knowl-

edge and the linguistic experience already gained by the pupil in
the earlier Standards by the new realistic education.

The teacher

has to see to it that the pupils put in greater and more persistent
effort than ever before to develop tresh speech habits involved in
the learning of English.
proper art i

0111 at ion ,

He has to teach them right pronunoiation,

oorreot spelling. thorough mastery of struo-

ture, and oomplete comprehension.

In general, the neoessi ty of im-

I
I

I,!I
I

I

proving methode of teaching English and of employing thoroughly
qualified teachers from the earliest stage should reoeive the most
8Brnest attention of every seoondary sohool.
It should be emphasised that in the learning of a foreign language mastery of struoture is more important than the acqu1eition
'j

of vooabulary.

The l1m1tations inherent in the study ot English

due to laok ot natural inoentive, restrioted number of periods for
teaching, and grammatical difficulties oan be overcome only by intensive drilling in struoture patterns.
!he pr1mar7 purpose of the general reader used for detailed
study should be to provide material arranged and planned tor lan-

56Prooeed1ngs of the Director of Public Instruotion, Madras:

Govt. Press, dated 25/8/1957. p. 225.

(B-Su.-15).

I I
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guage study.

It ought to be specially written, to give scope for

teaching of structures arld grammatica.l forms.

It must not be Ilere-

1y a collection of extracts from standard authors.

Some of the ex-

ercises should provide revision of structures previously learned,
while other exercises should provide room for the introduction of
new principles.

Every lesson has exercises prepared and planned for

language study.

These lessons are written in such a ,va.y that two or

three principles of grammar and composition are adequately illustrated III each lesson.

Exercises after each lesson provide pupils

with ample revision, adequate practice in the principles illustrated
in the lesson and in the use of common idioms and sentence patterns
used in the lesson.

Usually thflre are composition exercises sug-

gested which arise out of the lesson.

Although greater emphasis is

put on the language study, it must be carefully noted that the subject-matter must be mad.EI very interesting and suitable to the age
'I

level of the pupils.

The suggested material by the Proceed.ings of

the Director of Public Instruction are "stories and inciden.ts with
an Indian background, simplified extracts from standard authors, accounts 01: travel a..'Yld discovery. descriptive writing, dialogue, different kinds of letters, instructions for games, directions to
places, simple expositions of scientific themes. n57 The syllabus
does not see the need of a separate grammar book, because according
to the syllabus all the essential principles of grammar are expected

57proceedings of the Director of Public Instruction, Madras:
Govt. Press, dated 25/8/1957, p. 225. (B-Su.-l5).
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to be covered by the general render.
tailed text-book.

The genoral reader is the de-

!he text-book committee approvee a certain number

of general readers put out by private agencies, out of 't'lhich the
school authorities are to select their own.

The Seconda.ry Scbool

Leaving Certificate text-book is usually prepared by the governrJont,
on a 2,000--2,500 word vocabulary in English, and is written
on lines mentioned previously by the Director. 58 Prose as well as

baaed

poetry should be Simple and there should not be too many words outside the vocabulary.
As regards the t,ea.ch..inB m!tho.d.g, no specific montion 1s made
about the teaching of prose. but in the

t~aohing

of poetry the fol-

lowing methods are S'\l.{Jgested by the Prooeedings of the Director f as
useful:
(a)

(b)
9.

~

1;~
(g)

~~~

Introductory explanation ot the situation, relating it,
where possible, to the experience ot the pupil.
Sympathetic reading by the teaoher.
Helping pupils to enjoy word-piotures.
Helping pupils to enjoy 8o~d effects.
Helping pupils to notice and appreciate rhymes. '.
Verse-speaking by F..1plle to bring out the beauty of words
and

r~bm.

G1ving headings to d1fferent versos eo as to bring out the
central idea in eaoh.
Asking pupils to find linea which describe certain topics.
Memorization. Oomm1tting to memory is considered very
usetu.1 to ma.ster the vooa.bula..-y and the different struo-

tures.59

Extens1ve ReP6lw
The main fUnotion of the extensive reading provides praot1oe in
58illsl., p. 226.
59~.
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rapid reading and in general oomprehension.

The books for exten-

sive reading ought to be written and seleoted with two ends in
view:
1.

It has to provide the children with interesting reading
material suoh as will stimulate in them a desire to read
English; such will stories with an Indian baokground;
books of information, travel, disoovery, biographies.
These stories should not be overloaded with faots. Biographies should not merely be a oatalogue of achievements;
on the other hand they should relate to inoidents in the
lives of men, who have left their 'ffootprints in the sands
of time."

2.

It has to serve as an introduotion to English literature;
simplified versions of the classics, inoidents from great
stories, stories of great poems, tales from Shakespeare,
stories trom Greek mythology may be used for this introduotion to a better knowledge of English literature. 60

The Director of Public Instruotion reoommends that books for
extensive reading should be written mostly within the 2,000--2.500
word vocabulary, additional words being noted and explained.

From

Standard VIII to X at least two books covering between 200 and 250
pages should be prescribed.

Authors may use in these supplementary

readers struotures not given among the graded structures but care
should be taken to see that these are neither too difficult nor too
numerous.
Libraa Reading
Secondary schools should be equipped with books for every gradE
and pupils should be expected and encouraged to read books in addition to their general and supplementary readers.
these books may be more than 2,000 words.
60~., p. 226.

The vocabulary of

Pupils of ability ought

~------------------------------------~--~
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to be especially encouraged to read widely.
composition
Many exercises will naturally arise out of the material of the
lessons in the general reader.

In addition to these exercises, some

of the following exercises are suggested: simple narrations and descriptions ot things and events with the pupil's experience, reproduction of stories either from prose or poetry, filling out a story
outline, friendly letters and notes of invitation, desoriptions ot
pictures.

They should attempt simple preoise writing.

They should

also know how to write letters ot application, business letters and
polite letters of complaint.
AudiQ-visyal

~

In teaching right pronunciation and correct artioulation. the
use of linguaphone records and the broadcasts ot All India Radio and
British Broadcasting Corporation are recommended.

The Director has

stressed the importance ot the preparation of visual aids by teach-

.

ers and the pupils. as there cannot be proper impression without expression. 61

•
61Directorts Proceedings, Madras: F. Dis. 670 D/52, dated
3/11/52.
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CHAPTER IV

SUGGESTIONS AND REOOMMENDATIONS FOR A OOURSE
IN ENGLISH IN MADRAS' SEOONDARY SOHOOLS
90urses in Selected AmericAQ Secondary Schools
-ReviewAs a Inglish
further basis for securing criteria upon which suggestions
~

and recommendations in the teaching of English could be made for

Madras secondary schools, a review of English courses in selected
American secondary schools is in order.

In the search for a good

course of study in English language for Madras secondary schools,
the author surveyed and reviewed programs in ten selected secondary
schools in the United states of America.

This review lists some of

the more recent materials that have been prepared for specific
school situations.

Some offer definite suggestions, while others

are quite general.

Some represent fusion programs, others are more

conventional.

Among them there should be some suggestions that will

be helpful to all teachers of English and administrators of English
programs.

No claim 1s made for comprehensiveness.

The following

are the criteria which guided the selection of this review of the
English courses:
1.

For the most part, only materials prepared by teachers and
administrators and issued by school systems have been included.
101
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2.

Evidenoe of oonsoientious workmanship and effort was oonsidered more important than adherenoe to a speoifio philosophy or type; an effort was made to include a cross seotion of good materials of all types and points of view.

3.

Most of the courses included have been prepared sinoe 1950.

4.

All of these courses have been recommended by currioulum
specialists.

5.

The selection is limited somewhat by the availability inasmuch as some sohools systems are not willing to release
their materials outside their own sohool systems.

Courses gl StudY
Boston Board of Education: Course of §tudy in

~liSh--SOhOOl

~ent No.2, Boston: City of 100ton~inting-nep .,

Docu-

1937, pp. 1-94.

This course emphasizes researoh on functional grammar and simple basic grammar in improving expression.

It shows that grammar

should be taught when it is needed by the pupil and not artificially
introduced.

There are good principles laid out for objectives, con-

tents oonsistent with these objectives and many useful materials for
planning and carrying out a good curriculum.
Buffalo Board of Eduoation: Instruotions for Hi~~ School Teachers g!
English. Albany: state Education Department, 1 0, 86 pages.
This guide makes many suggestions and recommendations which may
~e

found very useful for an English teaoher who is a beginner.

This

leads him to the syllabus in English for secondary schools used in
~he

State of New York published by the Albany State Eduoation De-

~artment,

~yllabus

and printed by the University of New York press.

This

disousses a flexible sequence of language arts for the dif-

~erent grades of the school system prevailing in the state.

Its

contents are consistent with the assumption that language not only
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functions in the bome and oommunity as well as in the sohool, but
it is a powerful tool in the handa of democraoy.
Chicago :Soard of Eduoation: Teao),tinB Gl!!s!1 :t'SI: 1Jl.!
Chioago, 1955, 103 pages.

~o

AE1I.

SUpplement to the above for grades 7-8, Chioago Pub1io Schools,
1958, 107 pages.
Supplement II--A Tentative Program for the Secondary Schools,
1959. 209 pages.
The Chicago oourse 1s one of the best oourses and it is the
constant evaluation which seems to have made it very good.

!tIt ainu:

to provide a flexible plan of instruction adRpted to the total rangE
of student abilities in reading, writing, speaking, and listening. til
fhe second supplement inoludes course outlines for the able, the academioally less able, the academically able, and the very gifted pupils.

After the teaohers have the opportunity to use this material

experimentally, they hope to inoorporate their suggestions and reoommendations in a future revision.

As Arno Jewett has pointed out,

lt is Ita guide whioh otters a broad sequential outline of essential
skills as well as lite experienoes".2

It i8 also divided.1nto seo-

tions oonforming to stages of pupil growth.'

Through the pooling oj

ideas and practices which have proved suooessful in the classroom
throughout the oity, they aim to satisfy the ever-inoreasing demande

IT'a.C~ gM1s!e ill tB~ ~ br.tI. Chioago Public Sohools,

1956, pp.

.24,4 ,-----;2,

•

2lrno Jewett, Ep.gJ.~lh ~, Am ill ~eti9Nl ~ §phools,
Washington D.C., Bulletin,
,0. -U-; p. •

,

~.,

pp. 43-44.
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of society for the development of competenoies in language arts
skills.
Cincillllati Board of Education: Course of stUdt in English, CurricCincinnati, The Pubiic Sc oors, 1949, p. 142.

ulum Bulletin 195.

The Cincinnati Public School system is concerned both with per
sonal works and the dignity of the individual and in strengthening
and

improving the American way of life.

It aims to achieve the ful

lest development among all youth and adults of the knowledge,
skills, habits, understandings, attitudes and character traits essential for rich personal living, for sound choice of, and effectiv
participation in a vocation for satisfying human relationship, and
for responsible contributing citizenship.

Many suggestions are mad

to make English teaching more meaningful.

New approaches and more

mature enrichment at each level of the teaching are maintained.

A

guide to the use of the curriculum bulletin and provision for indiv
idual differences are the specialities of the Cincinnati English
Curriculum Bulletin.
Denver Board of Education: A qUBde for ;eacll1l!s the Language
Kindergarten through Grade 12 f enver, 195'3, 402 pages.

~-

A steering committee formed of teaoher representatives from
kindergarten through the 12th grade coordinated the efforts of the
curriculum committee for each level of instruction, as well as the
efforts of special committees on spelling and use of the library.
After making an investigation of modern theory, research and promis
ing practices in the field of English throughout the cOUlltry, the
committee developed a tentative statement of philosophy, got the re

I

!
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action of the English teachers, and after several revisions, have
arrived at a fine statement of philosophy for the teaohing of EngliSh. 4 The committee screened hundreds of suggestions for urlits
which had been submitted by teachers in the field throughout the
city and country, grouping and consolidating whenever possible.
After the committees had decided upon the titles and the general
contents of units for each particular grade level, a single unit
was chosen for each grade to be fully developed as an illustrative
example, so that teaohers might create other units in a similar manner.

Writers were then chosen to prepare the units and teachers

with specialized training were seleoted to write the chapters on
spelling, handwriting, appraisal, and library services,5

The Denver

curriculum is the outcome of much laborious work and critics have
pOinted out that it is one which is very useful for consultation and
further study.
The Denver program presents sample units and lessons for various grade levels and bibliographies for each section provides lists
for children and for teachers.

It includes a list of films, film-

strips, recordings, and reading charts which indicate direction of
growth in processes and skills of language in reading, writing,
speaking and listening.
4A PrQgram in En~liSh: A Guide for Teaching £he Lmage Arts,
l1nderiarten t~b:~rade Twelve, Denver, Colorado, Pu~c Schools,
~he Department of nstruction, Stock No. 93854. 1953, p. 7.
5Jewett, p. 13.

~
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Detroit Board of Education: Guide 12 Instruction is Engli§h jn
Elementarl Schools, 1953. page 104.

-

Board of Education,

~

1h!

School Handbook la Easlish, 1947, p. 32.

The Detroit Handbook is regarded as a guide rather than a
course of study.

As a guide it should be of moat help to beginning

teachers, for it has a wealth of material that would be of help to

all teachers.

Throughout this manual even a casual reader can find

countless suggestions that reflect the point of view and philosophy
of the Language Education Department and of the Curriculum Committee
of the National Council of Teachers of English.

At the same time

certain principles which are emphasized in this guide must be
brought to the readers' attention.

They are the following:

1.

Pupils benefit most when their study of English and literature occurs in a meaningful aituation. They should be
motivated by incentives, materials, and activities that
meet their interests, needs and abilities ..

2.

Pupils learn the skills of communication through frequent
practice in life-like situations. It teachers accept this
point of view, they will keep to a minimum lessons involving the mere filling out of blanks, the analyzing of sentences, and learning of rules about speaking and writing.
In place of these activities they will substitute meaningful creative activities.

,.

Pupils J.earn most effectively when the language arts are
presented in a well-integrated program. This implies that
reading, Y.a'iting, speaking, and listening ca..."l be often organized around units or centers of in.terest and developed
over an extended period of time. 6

Besides this, the course of study indicates the work to be covered by average and above-the-average pupils.

A few sugsestlons are

6Guide to Instruction in En~lish in the Elementary Schools,
DetrOit, i953, pp. 42, 51, b'2. '
- -
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na-de on how to adjust this material to the slow lee.mers.

A Section

on the teaching of remedial reading is a special feature of this
guide. 7
rndianapolis Board of Education: The Lan~age Arts: A Tentative
Guide §~r Teache
Senior H!&:!. aChcor, ndiani'POiis"; Bulletin No.
~ t 19 • page 1 .

05 '

~ndianapolis Public Schools--Outline Course ~ StugZ ~ En~liSh-
Grades 7, 8, and 9, IndianapolIs Board of Commissioners, 1 34, p.
~92.

A statement of characteristics, needs, and interests of pupils

1s listed first.

The physical, psychological, and social character-

In the same way their phySical

~stics

of youth are identified.

~eeds,

mental, emotional and social needs are pointed out.

~8tS

of high school seniors are grouped under physical. psychologi-

pal, and social. 8
~ix.
~e

Inter-

A scope and sequence chart is found in the appen-

This chart indicates the sequence of abilities and skills to

acquired from kindergarten through grade 12.

~uced,
~lnder

Skills to be intro-

emphasized, and maintained at various grade levels are listed
the headings: "Reading", "Writing"', "Speaking" t and ,tListen-

fing" • 9

This guide suggests many useful unit ti tles rela.ted to de-

~elopment

needs.

For example, for grade 9. it suggests the follow-

ing unit titles: "Orientation", nRocogniz1.ne Du.ties

()f

C1 tizenship" ,

"Family Relationships", "Personal Problems", "Foundations for the

7H1.gh School Handbook in English, Detroit, 1947, p. 23.
8~ Languag, ~, A Tentative GUife for ~chers. Senior High
56,

School~ndianapoli~nd!ana, ~biie Se ools,letin No.

1955. p. 2.

9Jewett, p. 48.
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ruture", "Gaining New Interests", t'Appreoiation of All Living
Things", "Making New Friends'! t ttFreedom and Responsibility", ttGrowing Up", and "Building Charaoter. H10 The specifio outoomes desired
in oral oommunioation at the senior high school level are beautifully summarized in this course under personal, Bocial and civic, and
vooational values.

Panel disoussions, symposiums, choral speaking,

dramatizing, taking part in an interview, practicing social amenities, and introducing speakers are suggested as useful activities
for oral communication.
Los Angeles Board of Education: Outline caurS! of Study !n English,
Publication Bo. 416, Office of Superinten ent, 1945, page 32.
Outline Course of Study for the Tenth Grade English, Senior Bigh
School, ~entative Edition-1954. Publioation lio. Sc-502, page 66.
InstructiQnal ~~!!, Grade ~, Los Angeles Public Schools,
PUblication No.
t 19~7, p~
English--Soci!l Studies, Los Angeles, 1951.
The Los Angeles Course is designed to serve as a common framework for teaohing English.

Through the indioation of the goals,

units of study, aotivities and their supporting skills, and the
text-books and materials available, provision is made for a variety
of rioh learning experiences whioh will lead to language improvement.

Opportunity is afforded to modify or expand instruotion to

meet speoial local needs.

Direotive teaohing of all the language

skills of speaking, listening, reading and writing is integrated in
eaoh unit.

Spelling, punotuation, grammar, oorreot usage, outlin-

10~., pp. 60, 73.
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ing, using references and the library, discussion techniques, and
all reading techniques are learned functionally--that is, for the
purpose of making communication effective.

Drills, where needed,

are used to make the lesson unit more meaningful when the skills
taught are used at once to communicate ideas.

They use the unit

method, for the Curriculum Committee thinks that the unit method of
teaching has proved most successful in developing individual abilities in their wide variety.ll

Units of instruction are organized

around a social situation, or center of interest important to students of a certain age group.

For example, a tentative course for

the seventh grade (junior-high school) pupils is attempted for integrating language arts and social studies, as part of the required
educational program in basic language skills and citizenshiP.12

A

special feature of this program is the inclusion of appropriate
guidance procedures, for it is thought that over-all planning of
the curriculum requires that the English course include educational,
vocational, and personal guidance.

Evaluation is made a continuous

process with criteria in terms of the goals set, teacher and students are able to plan what steps to take next and find out an incentive to progress.

Curriculum consultants are sent to assist the

individual schools which ask for such assistance in expanding and
organizing the course.

llOutline Course of Study for the Tenth Grade English, Los
Angeles City Schools, Curriculum Branch, Publication No. 8C-502,
Tentative Edition-l954, p. 16.
12EAgliSh-SOCial Studies, Los Angeles, Cal., Bulletin B7, 1951.
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Philadelphia Board of Education: Ibe Use !D4 Appreciation gt InSlish, Philadelphia, Currioulum 0 fice, 1949. page 2b5.
The work outlined in this course is based upon the best that
experimentation and expert opinion have produced.

Just like the

other guides it is a tentative guide which is to be used thoughtfully and on an experimental basis.

It adapts the subject matter and

methods to the needs and abilities of all the students, and it is
planned to raise the oomprehension and expression of the pupils.

Ii

allows the study of the English language arts and literature in
close oorrelation and integration with nll other school and life experienoes.

There are direotions found in the oourse which might be

of help to encourage and develop the gifted stUdents so that they
aim to become the potential leaders who oan think for and express
themselves.
San Antonio Board of Eduoation: COuts, 91. §:tusly ia Jng}.igh !a J1J!m,Rlarx !D4 ~ Schppl. 1950.

This oourse of study is designed to guide teaohers in planning
aotivities and direoting drill exer01ses through whioh their pupils
oan acquire ever-increasing effioiency in thinking, speaking and
writing_

It provides tor the development in eaoh ohild of the ap-

preoiation of important moral and spiritual values to such an extent
that build worthy ideals, good study habits and right attitudes.

It

contains modifioations over a previously used oourse to ensure encouragement of greater attention to the teaohing of language struoture and mechanios.

It haa also a brief outline of suggestions for

the teaching of English which the teachers oan eaeily adapt to the

iii i
I,
~ II
:1'

I

~--------------------------------------------~
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specific needs and interests of their particular classes.
In each of these programs there are similarities and differences as to the objectives, the organization of the syllabi, the
plan for individual differences, the specific programs for teacherstudent planning, and evaluation.

Hence there is necessity for e-

valuation.
JValuation 9l. Objectives .!n Area 91 English Language A!:1!.
The above mentioned ten large city schools have set out definite goals or objectives in the area of communication.

It is most

important to determine the types and sources of these objectives fOI
they are the basis of the whole educational program.

They provide

the direction toward which the learner should strive.

These goals

also determine the selection of materials of instruction, the outlining of the course, the teaching techniques and the examinations
given.

The objectives of the course of study represent the partic-

ular reason for which these English courses exist.

Objectives rep-

resent value premises which the school systems attempt to realize
either in knowledge, skills, attitud.es, or appreciation. 13 Table
II represents these objeotives and their frequencies as found in
each of the ten courses under study.
language arts are ohosen.

Fifteen goals in the area of

The items which appear most frequently

are the enriching of vocabulary and the training in writing clear
compositions.

Each of the ten cities in this study considers these

l3Ralph W. Tyler. Basic Principle! 91. Curriculum ~ Instruction, Chioago: University of Chicago Press, 1950, pp. 3, 33.
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objectives.

The less frequent objectives are the development of

speed and comprehension in reading and the development of audience
sense.

Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia fail to spec-

ify the development of speed and comprehension in reading.

Since

listening is an important aspect of language arts,14 available evidence from Table II seems to indicate that this objective should be
given more emphasis by some American city systems.

Seven of the tel

cities give definite attention to reading effectively for information.

Training for oritical thinking, which is an important aspect

of everyday living, is considered by eight cities only.

Findings

from this Table reveal that the following objectives are considered
more important by more than half of the selected school systems:
1.

Development of skill in observing and communicating thought

2.

Development of power to speak

3.

Development of skill a and habits for correct spelling

4.

Effective use of the dictionary

5.

Training in note taking

6.

Development of speech habits

7.

Development of skill in use of reference aids

8.

Training in writing of summaries

9.

Learning how to select books

Again this finding reveals that schools should give more attention to other aspects of language arts than the enriching of vocab14Denver Board of Education, Words ~ Wings, Denver: Board
of Education, 1950, p. 34.
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TABLE II
STATEMENTS OF OBJECTIVES IN AREA OF ENGLISH
LANGUAGE ARTS IN TEN LARGE CITY SOHOOLS IN U.S.A.
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ulary and the 'iriting of clear co:nposi tions.

Ii

I

I

•

Next to the objectives is placed the category of items expressed in terms of tecIUlical grammar.
category.

Twelve items appear in this

The most frequently occuring items include the following:

1.

Recognition of the sentence and its parts

2.

Knowledge of the parts of speech

3.

Correct capitalization and punctuation

4.

Presentation of criteria for deciding correct or incorrect
grammatical expression

5.

Creation of habitual avoidance of common errors

Almost all the courses strive toward the appreciation of the
structure of the English language and the provision of mechanical
skills for effective oral expression.

Seven cities emphasize also

the following goals:
1.

The ability to write clear, correct sentences

2.

The varying of sentence structure to avoid monotony in
composition, an item which is considered by six schools
as training in the proper expression of thought to" keep
pace with increasing maturity.'

From the find:tngs in Table III, it is seen that ten school systems give much importance to objectives which deal with grammatical
construction.

~hey

are concerned wich the technical mechanics of

capitalization, punctuation, and sentence structure.

Not enough

consideration is given to proper expression of thought in relation
to the increasing maturity of the individual, who requires skill in
expression to face his more challenging problems.
Another factor often di80ussed is the appreciation of litera-
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TABLE III
FREQUENCY OF OBJECTIVES IN TERMS OF TECHNICAL GRAMMAR
FOUND IN ENGLISH COURSES IN TEN CITY SCHOOLS IN U.S.A.
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tnre.

Tnble IV reveals the frequency of ltems appearing in this

category.

This table consists of seventeen items.

The most preva-

lent objective of this category is the provision for wholesome enjoyment of leisure.

More than half of the city systems stress

training in drawing conclusions, in arousing and directing emotional
reaction, in finding pleasure in writing accotmts of one's experiences, in orienting the pupil to the 'Worle. around him. in explainint!
the present through an appreciation of the contributions of the pas1
and in inculcating an attitude of democracy.

Four of the ten school

systems include the following objectives:
1.

To quicken observation and imagination

2.

To encourage reading within the pupil's range

;.

To develop greater power of comprehension

4.

To use profitably the story resources of one-act plays,
radio programs; and news-papers

Three ot the ten school systems list the following worthwhile
purposes:
(a)

To afford pupils more worthwhile topics of conversation

(b)

To increase vocabulary, to improve speaking, writing and
thinking

(c)

To understand form and f1111I.d;ion of the /Short story

(d)

To develop high ideals, worthy purposes, and tT'Ue standards of conduct

In general American school systems do provide considerable emphasis on enjoyment in reading.

The emphasis on leisure-time read-

ing is a wholesome aspect since motivation to read. for leisure-time
may be accelerated.

Again goals like good citizenship, high ideals,
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TABLE IV
FREQUENCY OF OBJECTIVES RELATIVE TO APPRECIATION OF
LITERATURE FOUND IN ENGLISH COURSES OF STUDY IN TEN
CITY SCHOOLS IN U.S.A.
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TABLE IV--Continued
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worthy purposes, true standards of conduct, noble attitudes of democracy, a broader outlook on life, and appreciation of other culI

tures are advocated.

·

II

I .

Makers of courses of study recognize certain problems which
~ring

conflicts and blocks to learning.

es in terms of personal adjustment.

They plan certain objectiv-

Douglass explains personal ad-

justment in the following statement:
We believe that the growing individual needs to have experiences which enable him to solve the problems which arise as he
grows in ability to handle his own adjustment. 1 5
Table V itemizes the objectives in terms of personal adjustment.

The most frequently appearing items are the following:
1.

To develop appreciation for American ideals

2.

To develop understanding of international relationships

3.

To develop habit of reflective thinking in specific situations

·

I

I

Iii

A thoughtful consideration of principle's underlying success and
~opularity

~he

is given by four school systems.

Orienting the pupil to

school is noticed in the courses of Chicago, Indianapolis and

~hiladelphia.

Attaining balanced living through work and play ac-

uivities, developing capacity for successful human relations, and
leveloping desirable habits towards the making of a life as well as
naking a living are included as objectives by Chicago and Indianap-

olis.
~ion,

Only Buffalo and Chicago specify an approach to self-realizasteady growth, and creative action.

Items in Table V reveal

l5H• R. Douglass, Education ~ Mife Adjustment, New York:
Ronald Press Co., 1950, p. 68.

I

.

·

I

I

I
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TABLE V
FREQUENCY OF OBJECTIVES IN TERMS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT
FOUND IN ENGLISH COURSES IN TEN CITY SCHOOLS IN U.S.A.
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that some of the school systems are giving thought to the develppment of personal adjustment and realize that experienoes in English
classes can assist the individual to alleviate some of his personal
problems.

It seems, therefore, that the school systems should make

more of a conscious effort to include objeotives in t'3rms of personal adjustment in their English programs.

According to Douglass,

personal adjustment is one of the foremost aims of education and
"has become a big concept in educational thinking. 1I16

In this view

school systems should, therefore, emphasize to a greater degree
goals which will assist the individual to cope with his problems.
In planning a course of study, deciding upon the objectives is
most essential for they are the values toward whioh the learners
strive.

However, without the proper aotivities, the goals cannot

be attained.

tlUnless activities are selected which will realize

the purposes, obviously the purposes will not be realized.,,17

Ac-

tivities are experiences and in turn they are the basis of learning,
Experiencing and activity do not necessarily mean physical motion
only.

Lee and Lee list these additional possibilities in their

studies: "Exploring, experimentation. creating, co-operating. discussing, judging, summarizing, consuming, re-creating, recording,
obeying, and controlling. nl8 Those activities that arise as a re16~., p. 68.

l7 J • M. Lee and D. M. Lee, !b.! Child and His Curriculum, New
York: Appleton-Century-Cro!ts, 1950, p. 35~
18illS., p. 238.
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suIt of pupil needs and life adjustment, and those experiences
which are planned by both the pupils and teacher are most valuable.
The following questions can aid in determining the most helpful experiences.
Criteria for Evaluating Learnine Experiences 19
1.

In what ways do the experiences contribute to the expected
outcomes?

2.

Are the experiences varied as to type?

3.

Are the experiences presented in a sufficiently clear manner so that pupils may carry -them to a successful conclusion?

4.

Are the experiences within the range of accomplishment of
the pupils?

5.

Do the experiences involve an extension of the present insights and abilities of the learners?

6.

Are the experiences challenging and interesting to the
pupils?

7.

Do the experiences provide for the adaptation to the individual needs and abilities?

8.

Do the experiences provide opportunity for children to
work together co-operatively?

9.

Are some of the activities drawn from the resources of the
community, resulting in relating the material to life
needs?

These activities include language arta experiences, activities
found in the study of literature,

~ctivities

involving the study of

grammar, and experiences which contribute to personal adjustment.
~s

language arts are fundamental in conveying ideas, thoughts, and

feelings, language arts experiences should be carefully planned.

19Ibid •
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The four important phases of language arts, speaking, reading, writing and listening, include at least forty-seven learning experienceE
as shown in Table VI.
The most frequently appearing items include summarizing, creating original stories, letter writing, spelling, vocabulary building, oral reports, interviews, informal discussions, oral reading,
taking directions, student reports, teacher lectures, class discussions, using the dictionary, using reference books, study of the
newspaper and periodicals, reading to locate material, pronunciation of words, and word study.

The least frequently appearing itemf

include keeping records, handwriting, using the telephone, and parliamentary procedure.

The foregoing Table indicates that in

readi~

the emphasis is on reading to obtain ideas and on the training for
critical thinking.

Secondary in importance is reading for facts.

Research in the area of reading for the years 1955 through 1957 centered on the general reading status of school population and problems related to reading, developmental programs, improvement programs, word meaning, word recognition, comprehension and materials. 20 In American high schools significant progress has been mad!
in some areas of reading in these three years under review. 2l Evidence shows from the Table that most of the school systems
the importance of remedial reading.

recogniz~

This program aids the freshmen

20Constance McCullough, "Reading", Review Q1. Educational fu!search, Vol. XXVIII, No.2, (April 1958), p. 96.
21I!:?14., p. 103.
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in their reading problems.

Vocabulary development is an integral

part of learning to read, and from the Table, it is seen that all
school systems provide in their programs direct teaching of word
building.

Social conversation is the type of speaking in which pup-

ils most frequently participate in everyday life activities.

Nine

school systems consider this kind of conversation worthy of special
~ote

in the English course of study.
The teaching of technical grammar is still a vital part of many

English courses of study.

All the ten school systems engage in ac-

tivities involving technical grammar which include analysis of sentenoe structure, capitalization, punctuation, paragraph building,
study of varied sentence structure, the correot usage of words, and
the study of common errors.

It is to be noted that the teachers

should use their own discretion in the teaching of grammar.

Two

methods are suggested, either the formal approach or the teaching 01
grammar as the need arises in the speaking or writing of the learners.
AnalYsis

gg

Ngw Approaches

12

Grammar

The results of a study of grammar in American schools today are
summed up as follows:
One is impressed ••••• by the extent to which this formal learning and formal drill still dominate the classroom activity, and
still supplant the true exercise of self-expression to which
they are supposed to contribute. 22
The study shows that a great number of formal grammatical con-

22Robert C. Pooley, Teaching English Grammar, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957, p. 70.
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TABLE VI
PUPIL-TEACHER ACTIVITIES BASED ON LANGUAGE ARTS FOUND
IN ENGLISH COURSES OF STUDY IN TEN CITY SCHOOLS IN U.S.A.
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TABLE

VI--cont~u~
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cepts are taught to elementary school children, again in the junior
high school, and repeated year after year in the senior high school.
"The results do not in any way justify the time and effort apparently put forth in this endless repetition. tt23
Fries challenges the traditional scheme of English grammar on
the theory that grammar, as it is now taught, is invalid and unsound
for the true analysis of English.

From the standpoint of structural

framework, English is made up of only four parts of speech (nouns,
verbs, adjectives, adverbs), which are used with the greatest frequency in English.

Fries cites the confusion which results from

identifying words by definition rather than function.
Pooley's Patterns

~

c.

Robert

English attempts to bridge the gap existing be-

tween the structural linguists and the traditionally trained high
school teacher.

Generally he follows Fries, particularly in his use

of four basic parts of speech, but he deSignates them traditionally
as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, and not as class 1, 2, 3,

Pooley explains the position he adopts in his book in relation to
the newer approach and the traditional approach to grammar.

It

The

point of view is obviously sympathetiC to the work of the structural
linguists, yet the grammar is presented in traditional patterns.,,24
In the elementary grades the major emphasis should be on the
actual use of the language and the imprOVement of skills through use

23 Ibid ., p. 71.
241ill ., p. 71.
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rather than on the knowledge about the language itself and attention
to restrictive rules.

In curriculum terms the foregoing generaliza-

tion would indicate that grammar of the analytical and structural
sort will have little or no place in the elementary grades, but that
the oral and written conventions of English, those which function in
actual speaking and writing, will be of chief concern. 25
Pooley explains his reasons, based upon research and background
for omitting formal instruction in the terminology of grammar:
1.

Evidence seems to indicate that time is used to greater advantage in use and practice of skills rather than in the
learning of grammar.

2.

All the evidence of research shows that formal grammar has
very slight influence on the usage habits of children.

3.

All the evidence shows that formal grammar has little or no
effect upon skills of composition.

4.

Various studies which have been conducted over the years
indicate that grammatical terminology, when not particularly connected with a skill regularly used by the Child, is
easily confused and forgotten. Pooley concludes, "It is
wasteful of stUdent and teacher time to attempt the mastery
of grammatical terms at least until the beginning of the
seventh year. 1f26

As a way of evaluating grammar teaching, the teacher at all
~evels

is advised to make his own tests to measure two basic out-

comes of his teaching.

These are (1) the student understands the

grammatical fact or relationship that has been taught so that he
sees it as a part of the language he uses; and (2) he can utilize
this fact or relationship himself to build a better, clearer, more

25 Ibid ., p. 116.

26~., p. 128.
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interesting sentence than he might have done before. 27

A Summau

.Q1! ~

Teachip.g Q1. Grammar

The following are suggested as helpful notes on the teaching
of grammar:
1.

The reason for teaching grammar is to improve written sentence structure. Therefore every portion of grammar instruction must be directly related to the process of writing. Each new element should be applied immediately in
the actual writing of the stUdent and in an analysis of
his writing to discover how he has used the grammatical
concept.

2.

A limited number of new concepts should be introduced each
year and taught in a slow, clear manner to develop understanding and use.

,.

Each grade should maintain the concepts taught in previous
grades and add new concepts in a cumulative manner. Class
time should be carefully planned to avoid wasteful procedures.

4.

Students who already understand the concept being taught
should be separated from those who need additional instruotion.

5.

Begin instruction for eaoh grade with the first composition written by the class. After the papers have been returned ask the pupils to underline (or write on the blackboard) a simple (complex, or compound) sentence from his
theme. Next ask each pupil to indicate the structure of
the sentence, either by diagram or other me~~s of indicating main elements and modifiers. This is a functional
means of determining which pupils need further instruction.

6.

Teachers should remember that concepts of grammar are mature concepts, calling for stages of mental growth at
which generalizations may be formed by the observation of
a large number of specific instances.

7.

Use the inductive method in teaching grammatical concepts;
that is, help the student derive his definitions and rules

27llli., p. 184.
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from the observation of what happens when he uses English
for communication. This type of teaching leads to understand and application much more readily than does the memorization of rules.

2! Literature

study

An important phase of English work is the study of literature.
Fifteen items based on literature are revealed by Table VII.

All

the ten school systems realize the importance of reading for enjoyment.

The last three years have witnessed an intensified realism

in the teaching of literature, a realism expressed in a more personalized identification of literature and life than hitherto
thought posSible. 28 The teacher of literature, whether he teaches
a single poem, or a novel or a play, should endeavor to link the
main meanings with the thoughts, problems, and daily experiences of
his students. 29 Book reports, oral and written, also show a high
frequency.

Pupils of almost all these schools engage in experi-

ences involving the study of the novel, short story, biography, poetry, and figures of speech.

Data from Table VII show

tha~

little

emphasis 1s placed on activities that are not meaningful to the
pupil.

For example, only three out of ten courses of study include

memorization of passages from reading.
the subject of mythology.

Only four courses include

Almost all the courses provide reading

units on the learner·s level.

This results in a true appreciation

of literature and a desire on the part of the pupil to read during
2Bnon. M. Wolfe, New Trends in the ~eaching of Literature, !!view Q! ~ducatio~ ~esearch, Vol. XXVIII, No.2, April 1958, p.140.
29 Ibid., p. 145 •
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TABLE VII
PUPIL-TEACHER ACTIVITIES BASED ON APPRECIATION OF
LITERATURE IN TEN CITY SCHOOLS IN U.S.A.
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his 1eisure time.

Reading for enjoyment and supplying pupils with

interesting material on their own level are in complete harmony with
Lee and Lee in their study.30
Appreciation of literature is fostered by reading good literature under conditions such that there is the greatest amount of
enjoyment in it for the child. What are these conditions? The
material must be well within his understanding both as to mechanics, and meaning. It must suit his interests and tastes.31
From Table VII it is evident that al.l the ten school systems
are making an honest effort to give the pupils worthwhile experiences in literature, which can assure them success and happiness in the
present and offer a source of wholesome enjoyable leisure in the future.
Personal idjustment
Since development of the whole child is the purpose of the
schools, aotivities which aid in personal adjustment are worthy of
note.

Table VIII lists these aotivities.

Although there are twenty

three items, there are only five in whioh the entire ten school systems in this study participate.

They inolude creative writing,

class discussions, effective oral expression, giving reports, and
taking directions.

Nine schools are interested in remedial reading,

study of the newspapers, reading for leisure, and provision of reading materials on the learner's level.
social oonversation.

~ork:

Much emphaSis is given to

Only four school systems consider such every-

30J • M. Lee and D. M. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum, New
App1eton-Century-Croft, 1950; p. ~21:----31D1!1., p. 621.
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~ay

American activity as the use of the telephone.

If the items in

this Table are compared with the statements of Lee and Lee,32 it is
apparent that there is much agreement, for according to these authbrities, in the field of language arts, social conversation and effective oral expression are most vital in personal adjustment.
Real communication in a free atmosphere is one of the essentials for good emotional development. If a child can and may
express his thoughts and feelings so that his classmates and
his teacher truly understand, if in return he can truly understand the things they are trying to tell him, he is well along
the road to emotional health. He will be able better to share
others' experiences Vicariously. He will gain confidence, and
clarify his own thinking by expressing his own ideas. He can
learn self-control and thoughtfulness of others by not monopolizing the conversation.
Sooial oompetenoe is aided by being able to speak with faoility, to oommand the attention of the group, or of an individual, to have an awareness of the feelings of others as you
speak, to be sensitive to their reaotions to your way of expressing yourself. In faot, the sooial sense of an individual
is judged by his fitness to say the right thing at the right
time, to put others at ease, to make his pOints without arousing undue antogonism and to control speech when necessary.33
It is evident that the courses of study do provide as the Table
~II

shows, for the conoepts mentioned in the paragraphs above.

~her,
~ent.

~s

the schools are giving some attention to personal adjust-

However, this is direoted to the group as a whole, and little

done on an individual basis.

auecial

Fea~ures

is in! Oourses

~

Study

Under special features in the ten courses of study, twenty-

~ork:

32J. M. Lee and D. M. Lee, ~8e Child and Ii!§. Curriculum, New
Appleton-Century-Croft, 19 •
33 Ibid ., p. 354.
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TABLE VIII
PUPIL-TEACHER ACTIVITIES BASED ON PERSONAL
ADJUSTMENT IN TEN OITY SCHOOLS IN U.S.A.
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three items can be listed.

From the data in Table IX, it is seen

that such progressive features as teacher-pupil planning, integration of subjects, use of audio-visual materials in instruction, and
planning for individual needs are in keeping with some of the most
recent accepted theories regarding curriculum construction. 34 Very
few cities provide only for individual conferences.

Even though

there is a trend toward having classroom libraries, only one city
suggests books suitable for a classroom library.
An overall examination of the ten courses of study reveals thai

the same items are not included in each.

Some English programs in-

clude more progressive features than others.

Some of these featuree

are the preface, some plan for individual differences, remedial
reading, developmental reading, individual conferences, evaluation,
and the use of radiO, linguaphone and motion pictures as an instrument of language arts.

The preface in the course of study sets

forth the purpose of the syllabus, and introduces the English program.

A decided weakness in some of the courses is the suggestion

of various activities which are not carried out in the body of the
course of study.

Provision for individual differences is found

mostly in connection with reading.

Although recognition of need for

remedial reading and developmental reading are worthwhile features,
speoifio programs are not offered by all the school systems.
of the sohool systems include some form of evaluation.

Most

Evaluation

34Commission on the English Curriculum of the National Council
of Teachers of English, The English LanBBABe ~, New York: Appleton-Oentury-Orofts, Inc.:-i952, p. 16.
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TABLE IX
SPECIAL FEATURES FOUND IN ENGLISH
COURSES OF STUDY IN TEN CITY SCHOOIIS IN U.S.A.
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is not synonymous with testing.

Currioulums need constant study.35

The Denver oourse gives the difference between evaluation and testing:
Evaluation is a means for olass and teachers to discover cooperatively the pupils' present levels of development and to measure growth of pupils toward achievement of objectives for
which the group has been working ••••• Evaluation is concerned
with changes in pupils' behavior. Testing usually is concerned
with retention of knowledges, understandings, and concepts, all
of whioh play only a part in behavior ohanges. Thus, evaluation is a broader term than testing.36
The Denver English program provides various procedures to be
used in evaluating speaking, reading, writing, and listening.

Also

it :1.ncludes pupil evaluation about which the following suggestions
are made:
Pupils should be enoouraged to judge their own work in the
light of the unit objectives tor communioation skills •••••
Pupils working together may serve as oritios for each other.
The purpose is twofold: the pupil whose work is being evaluated reoeives the benefit of oritioism, and the pupil who is
evaluating uses the knowledge he has previously gained. Pupils
are prone to question suggestions made by other pupils, so th~~
often verify a point to see which pupil's opinion is oorreot.37
Summary

The general plan of the ten oourses of study in this survey is
similar.

They inolude the essential items that make up a course of

study, namely objectives and the activities which will aohieve these
objectives.

Here the similarity of the courses oeases.

They vary

35Bu11etin of the National Association of Secondary-School
Prinoipals, Vol. 40, No. 217, February, 1956, p. 64.
36Denver Board of Education, Words !11h Wings, Denver: Board
of Education, 1950, pp. 28-29.
37Ibid ., pp. 31-32.
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somewhat in the aima set forth and in the presentation of activities
ruld the extent to which they present modern trends in curriculum
construction.

Experiences in speaking, reading, writing and listen-

ing are included.

Activities based on technical grammar Bre strong-

ly stressed for every program. and a functional approach rather than
the traditional one 1s attempted.

In the activities concerning ap-

preciation of literature, reading for enjoyment and book reports are
mentioned most frequently.

Creative writing, discussion. oral ex-

pression, giving reports and reading on the individual's level are
frequently appearing activities which aid personal adjustment.

Al-

though the experiences in the courses are found to be varied, each
provides a wide opportunity for pupils.

In short, this survey of-

fers suggestions. comments, and ideas on the organization, content,
techniques, and evaluation of English language instruction for any
school in any part of the globe.

The following principles, worked

out and explained by Dawson,38 may be oonsidered basic to language
teaching:
1.

The language program should be developed from the interests
and experiences of children and should incorporate all the
modes of language expression neoessary to the interchange
of thoughts and ideas in the course of normal school living.

2.

Larlguage arts are most readily learned in connection with
interests and occasions that demand their use.

3.

Language teaching is a day-long activity.

4.

'the language program should take account of language needs

3~11dred A. Dawson, Teaching Language 1B ~ Grades, New York:
World Book Company, 1951.
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in

other subjects.

5.

The program should provide a few definite standards each
year.

6.

Grade placement of skills should take account of child maturation as well as of demands for the use of these skills.

7.

In langv.age teaching, the positive 8.pproach is desirable.

8.

The tendency of children to imitate is an asset in the
teaching of language.

9.

Oral language should be stressed.

10.
General

The child should acquire the tendency and ability to appraise his own work.
p~jectives

1n 1h£ Teaching

Qf English

Before launching into specific recommendation for Mtl,dras
schools, a brief distillation of .I;he relevant criteria. seems to be
~ec£ssary.

The basis of the

langu~~e

nrts program in tho secondary

school is found in the concept that gaining

corr~UL~ication

skills to

the highest extent of individual ability is an integral part of total growth and development of the pupil.

"To think clearly and hon-

estly, to read thoughtfully, to communicate effectively, and to listen intelligentlytt39 is an unmistakable indication of that growth
and development.

The language program should be developed from the

interests and experiences of children and should incorporate all the
modes of language expression necessary to the interchange of
39N•C•T•E., LanBRage Ari2 for !Q-day's Children, New York:
Appleton, 1954, p. 4.
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thoughts and ideas in the course of normal schoo1 living. 40

And

this is communication, which is !fa word that crops up with increasing frequency,,4l in the teaching of English language, almost as it
were a magic key to wisdom.
The Chicago

~

A! ! Model

Researoh assistants in the Chicago Division of Curriculum Deve10pment and psych010gists of The Bureau of Chi1d Study have worked
together with curriculum committees in order to develop resource
lists of objectives in the teaching of the English 1anguage arts.
They have classified these objectives under three main categories,
namely, "broad social," "achievement," and tlpupil-persona1ity" objectives. 42 To each one of these must be added the important objective of developing critical thinking at the child's developmental
level.
Social Objectives

~

!h! Teach1pg Q! English

In any teaching situation we have to relate the instruction
"

part to the total program.

It is all the more so in a society which

is "of the people, for the people, and by the people."

The English

program has to see to the personal growth of the student as an individua1 and as a member of the group to the highest degree.

The

40N•C•T•E., Commission on the English Curriculum, The English
Language Arts, B.C.T.E., Vol. I, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
Ind., 1952, p. 1.
41Review g! Educationa1 Research. Vol. XXVIII, No.2, April,
1958, p. 79.
42Teaching Guide 12r !h! Language ~, Chicago Public Schools,
1955, p. 4.
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curriculum committee has to give early consideration to broad sociaJ
objectives.

In the order of their greatest relevance to the Eng1isr.

program, the Chicago Board of Education Curriculum Committee has
listed them as follows:
Using the tools of communication effectively
Satisfying spiritual and aesthetic needs
Practicing citizenship
Building human relationships
Enjoying wholesome leisure
Meeting vocational responsibilities
Improving family living
Protecting life and health
Developing economic competence 43
Language arts are most readily learned in connection with interests and occasions that demand their use. 44 Next to the social
objectives. the National Counoil of Teaohers of English studied the
problem of aohievement objeots, consisting chiefly of subject-field
goals.

Language teaching is a day-long activity.

Soientific stud-

ies, materials of English courses of study, and content of textbooks have drawn the following list of aohievement objectives on
major functions of reading, writing, speaking and listening:
Reading

fo master the mechanics of reading with steady progress in
speed and comprehension
To adapt reading techniques to the type of material to be read
To assimilate facts and ideas
To develop oritical thinking through drawing inferences, making
deductions, and evaluating what is read
To locate information with facility by using index, table of
contents, dictionary, reference books, library resources
43Teaching Guide 1Qr Lan~e

!£1!,

Chicago, 1958, p. 5.

44Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Langy.a.ge !a ~ Grades, New York:
World Book Company, 1951, p. 5.
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To obtain and use information from books, magazines, interviews, selected for a particular speaking or writing purpose
To increase reading and functional vocabulary
To appreciate great writing through interpretation of author's
point of view, oonnotation of words, structure of work, and
relation to onets own experience
To develop an understanding of the use of literature as a
source of spiritual and aesthetic satisfaction and social insight
To understand and appreciate the basic values of a democratic
society through the study of American and English literature
To gain a wide acquaintance with the reading field
To develop discrimination in the choice of reading material
To form a permanent reading habit based upon a love of reading
Writing
To master the mechanics of correct expression through the observance of accepted forms of usage, structure, punctuation,
spelling, pronunciation
To develop effective expression through the use of logical arrangement of varied patterns in sentence and paragraph structure, of interesting beginnings and significant conclusions,
and of discrimination in the choice of words
To acquire skill in writing business and social letters correctly, courteously, and effectively
To master the techniques of clear expository writing
To develop self-expression through creative writing and speech
To employ such tools as out-lines, notes, minutes, reviews,
reports and summaries for a variety of purposes
To present arguments, either in writing or speaking, with auth·
ority, clarity and decision
To proofread and edit onets daily written work
Speaking
To make constant improvement in the mechanical phases of speaking, such as noting and correcting one's errors in speech, and
improving enunciation, pronunciation, voice control, and posture
To master the art of carrying on intelligent, interesting and
courteous oonversation, discussions, and interviews
To increase efficiency in the communication of ideas for business purposes
To speak persuasively before an audience
To develop proficiency in various types of group discussions:
committee meetings, panels, round tables, and debates
To master the techniques of parliamentary procedure
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Listeniru.r
To listen courteously and responsively to speakers in discussion, conversation, and lecture situations
To listen in terms of purpose--for information, entertainment,
or inspiration
To enjoy and appreciate vocal forms of expression, such as
drama and choral reading
To understand, appreciate, and use intelligently the various
means of mass communication--press, radio, films
To comprehend the nature of propaganda45
rup~l

Personality Objectives Peveloped Through Lgnguage
!h! Chicago ~

AI!! In

The program of the school, if it is to functional, must be ac~ivated

~he

not only by the demand of society but by a recognition of

learner's nature and needs.

~ature

The characteristics of the child's

and his successive stages of development, and his attitudes

and other aspects form the pupilts individual personality.
~um

tics.

Curric-

and instructional materials must be based on such characterisSince language is so intimately connected with human think-

ng, it permeates very extensively the human activities.

Psycholo-

gists who made an exhaustive study of inventories of life activities, and of the data on the nature of children and youth, have ar·~ived

at certain developmental goals and have made use of

th~se

goals as the course list of pupil personality objectives for the
anguage arts. 46 They are the following:
To develop and maintain good mental health
To develop critical thinking at child's developmental level

45Teaching Guide for the Language Arts, Chicago Public Schools,
955, p. 6.
46Supplement to Teaching Guide, Chicago, 1958, p. 6.
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To develop a sense of security
To develop self-direction
To develop an acceptance of realistic standards
To develop sensitivity to others--their feelings and their
problems
To develop cooperative attitudes
To develop a sense of responsibility
To develop social effectiveness
To develop creative satisfaction
To develop reasonable acceptance of authority at child's developmental level47
The Curriculum Council Committee on High School English of the
Chicago Public Schools System has analysed the prevailing English
programs outlined in the City·s Teaching Guide for the Language
Arts, surveyed similar programs in other cities in the states, and
studied significant professional literature in the field of language arts.

After these speCially selected experts have examined

and evaluated the objectives for teaching language arts, they assert that they can not but "endorse these Objectives. n48 This approach seems very advantageous for teaching English in secondary
schools in India where, too, democracy is the way of life.

As it

is a flexible plan of instruction. it can be adapted to the total
range of student abilities in reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
English LanBMASe Teaching and Learning
The aim of any English teaching course should be to develop in
the learner the four basic aspects of a communication arts program-

47Teaching Guide for the Language Arts, Chicago Public
Schools, 1958. p. 7.
48SuPPlement to the above, A Tentative Program, 1959, p. 4.
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Listening, speaking, reading and writing--to the best of the pupil's ability_
to be the first.

Innumerable studies have been made as to which has
For years most authorities favored the reading

objective as the ultimate goal.

The newer courses and literature

have stressed the attainment of aural-oral facility as the "summum
bonum

ll

of language study.

Exponents of this method. which was used

extensively in the United states Army Training Program, insist that
it is not only stimulating to the learner and more useful in the
world of today but, also, that it contributes to, and facilitates,
reading and writing knowledge. 49

Research studies to date have

been inconclusive with regard to interdependence or the correlation
of language skills, and with regard to effects of varied presentations on attainment or mastery of language skills.
tion which has remained well-nigh unanswered, is:

Another ques"When can one

say that a person has mastered a language or when does a person
know a foreign language? It

Various answers have been given by pro"

fessional authorities in the field.

Most are in agreement about

the sound system of the language, of being able to read with facility, and of using appropriate words and correct grammatical structures habitually in speaking and in writing.

Charles C. Fries says

A person has 'learned' a foreign language when he has thus
first, within ~ limited vocabulary, mastered the sound system
(that is, when he can understand the stream of speech and
achieve an understandable production of it) and has, second,
made the structural devices (that is, the basic arrangement of
49Mary Finocchiaro, Teach;pg English ~ ~ Second Language, New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1958, p. 4.
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utterances) matters of automatic habit. 50
In similar strain, asserts Peter Hagboldt:
We have a ma.stery of language when our comprehension by ear is
spontaneous, our reading effortless and fluent, our use of
words, idioms~ and sentences in speech and writing habitual
and skillful. 71
First and foremost a reasonable level of achievement must be
reached in all aspects of communication.
of mastery in anyone aspect of the

Then only the attainment

18~guage

arts involving inten-

sive concentration and practice should be sought.

In other words,

the four basic aspects of listening, speaking, reading and writing
of the English language program should be developed concurrently.
In this the English teaoher has a great work to perform and his objectives, according to Mary Finocchiaro,5 2 should be:
a.

to develop in the pupil the ever increasing ability to
understand a native speaker of English in any situation

b.

to develop the progressive ability to sustain ~ idiomatic
cgnversation with native English speakers in an English
speaking environment

c.

To develop the progressive ability to ~ any material in
Inglish with comprehension, ease, and enjoyment

d.

To develop the progressive ability to write correctly, idiomatically, and creatively in English

In summary. Dr. Jewett, a specialist for Language Arta, U.

s.

500harles C. Fries, Teaching ~ ~earni,g Epglish ~ g Foreigp
Language, Ann Arbor: University of Mic igan resa, 1948, p. 3.
5lpeter Hagboldt. M~e Learning, Ohicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1935, p. •
52Mary Finocchiaro, Teaching Engli$p M !!: Second LanguaB,!,
op.cit., p. 6.
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Office of Education, lists these current trends in the teaching of
English: 53
1.

The true nature and function of the English lEi.llguage

2.

More writing--many short compositions during class period

3.

Development of good speech habits in oral work

4.

Resource units based upon reading interests and the developmental needs ot youth

5.

Emphasis upon ethical, moral, and spiritual values through
literature and language

6.

Interest jn determining which titles in our heritage of
literature should be taught to all pupils from Grades 7-12
"The concern here is to teach literature which ought to be
a part of everyone's experience, which will serve as a unifying, binding course in our democratic society."

7.

Thematic units featuring literature about young people in
other lands featured in many curriculums, Grades 7-12

8.

Strong trend to improve the quality of reading through developmental reading programs. More schools are requiring
a common core of reading experiences through use of anthologies with individualized reading following the core

9.

Pupils encouraged to develop home libraries composed of inexpensive paperback and hard-cover books of literary quality

10.

Trend toward homogeneous grouping in large city schools;
enrichment and acceleration within the class in schools
where there is no ability grouping

11.

Core program of English and Bocial stUdies being attempted
in a number of cities

12.

Extra compensation being given to advisors of extra-curricula.r activities (i.e. dramatics, debating clubs)

13.

Nation-wide effort to determine scope and sequence in language skills; tendency to call activities "Grade Expectan-

53Arno Jewett, "National Trends in Teaching High School English,lt English Journal, XLVI September, 1957, pp. 326-329.
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cies" or tlGreat Expectations"

I.

14.

Attempt to effect closer articulation between high school
and college

15.

Implications of television to help pupils to develop
skills, traits, ruld habits needed in democratic living

(a) English

Specific Suggestions for a Six Year Course of Studies in English in
Madras Secondary Schools Beginning from 11+

!h! Principles

g!

!h! Syllabus

English is to be treated mainly as a skill subject and not as
a content subject.

The aim should be confined to teaching pupils

simple, straightforward English.

The guiding principles should,

therefore, be:
1.

The establishment of an oral foundation before reading is
started;

2.

Vocabulary control;

3.

An approach through structures as opposed to an approach

4.

Selection and gradation of structures on the basis" of
their productivity, simplicity and teachability;

5.

Stress on teaching only one item at a time and moving on
to the next item only when the first has been thoroughly
established;

6.

Use of the learner's mother-tongue to be reduced to a minimum, resort being had to it only for comparison of structures with English or for clarifying (incidentally) the
meaning of a word that can best be made clear through the
use of the mother tongue.

through vocabulary items only;

The implications of the above for purposes of teaching the English Language in India are given below:
1.

The whole syllabus covering a period of six years (11+ to
17+) should aim at a complete mastery (understanding,
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speaking. reading and vTriting) of a 2,000 word vocabulary,
and of the phrases and idioms commonly associated with
these words.
Such lists are available (vide the Madras and Andhra syllabi.)
2.

In the learning of a foreign language, mastery of structure is more important than acquisition of a vocabulary.
The limitation inherent in the study of English due to
lack of natural incentive, restricted number of periods
for teaching and grammatical difficulties can be overcome
only by intensive drilling in a structure pattern.

Lists of such structure patterns (prepared by Prof. Getenby)
and others are available.

3.

Suitable Text Books, Supplementary Readers and Teachers'
Guide Books need to be prepared along these lines. It
will be an advantage if Readers of a set are prescribed
for use in successive classes for both intensive and extensive reading.

4.

It is assumed that at least six periods per week will be
given to the teaching of English at this stage.

Outline 2! !h! Sylla.bus--First
1.

~

teaching Speaking:
The oral work shall consist of simple commands; description of

objects, persons and places, within the
be based on the specified structure.

~~ediate

environment and

The use of about 250 words

will be acquired in patterns of simple, direct sentences in living
contexts.

Care should be taken to ensure that habits of correct

punctuation are instilled even from the very beginning.
II.

Teaching Reading:
Reading shall be taught only after some of the elementary

structures are mastered orally.

This should be based on the first

primer of a series of simple texts planned with graded structures
in view.

(See, for example, Deepak Readers by J. F. Forrester.)
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III.

Teaching Writing:
Writing shall be introduced simultaneously.

carefully taught at this stage.

Writing must be

In teaching script writing it is

better to group letters for teaching according to their form instead of in their alphabetical order.
Seicond Year
I.

Teaching Speaking:
Oral work will continue to play an important part in the

course as a means of learning and practising new words and structures found in the reader and also as preparation for written work.
Simple dialQgHes between teacher and pupil and between pupils
based on familiar experiences might be attempted.
Oral composition baaed on pictures may be given, keeping in
view both the vocabulary load and the basic structures taught so
far.
II.

Teaching Reading:
The text shall be the backbone for reading experiences and for

language study.

In addition to the above, supplementary reading

material must be provided to enhance speed in rapid silent reading.
Questions and answers that the pupils use in their oral work
could form a good part of their exercises in reading.
III.

Teaching Writu1g:
Speed in writing without sacrificing legibility and neatness

should be emphasized.
Dictation exeroises might commence at this stage and may be
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prepared either from the reader or the supplementary reader.

A

spelling chart should be mainta.ined in the class-room by the pupils
for reference.
Note.

No formal grammar is necessary, but attention should be

paid to it incidentally in

2 peaking ,

reading and writing.

The pu-

pil should be able to diviu8 the sentences into subject and predicate.

Analysis £! easy types 2! simple sentences may be attempted

with a view to teaching correct formation of sentences and not as
an end in itself.

The pupils should be able to recognize the fol-

lowing parts of speech--nouns, pronouns, verbs and adjectives.
Third .If!.E
I.

a'eachYlg §peakins:
Oral work in the form of descriptions, dialogues, and narra-

tions may be continued.

Listening to Simple stories may form part

of the program, followed by a narration of the same by the pupils.
More advanced work in picture composition (e.g., illustrating sequence of events and stories) ought to be attempted.

Recitation gt

simple poems (poems from R. L. Stevenson, A. A. Milne, Ohristina
Rossetti) should also be encouraged.

II.

Teachipg Reading:
Provision should be made for giving facilities to pupils to

read during the year at least; to 4 books.

Pupils may be encour-

aged to read standard books specially simplified for children.
The language work will center round the graded structures
specified in the text.
Silent readiPB for comprehension with questions set to stimu-
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late thinking needs to be emphasized.
Ill.

Teaching Writing:
SimPbe

letter-writ~

might be attempted as also simple ques-

tions on easy passages set for silent reading.

Exercises in the

use of punctuation should be emphasized.
Nete.

There must be correlation between the teaching of gram-

mar, reading and composition.
prepositions and adverbs.

Pupils must be taught to recognize

The analysis of the simple sentence

should be taught, but no parsing should be attempted at this stage.
Fourth

.I!tY:

English teaching at this stage aims at a complete mastery
(understanding, speaking, reading, writing) of the 2,000 word vooabulary and simple idioms and phrases.
(Ref. Michael West: General Service Word List.)
Emphasis will be on (1 ) ability to understand the language,
(2) ability to use the language.

It is possible in teaching at one

time to emphasize the one, at another time to emphasize the other.
fhe language work in this class presupposes, firstly, a knowledge of the structures drilled in the previous three years, and secondly, an introduction to the next set of structures.

There will bE

two kinds of readers, general readers for language study and supplementary readers for extensive reading.
TeachinR Speaking:
Practice in speech relating to incidents in the pupils· own
lives and experiences, keeping in view the different forms of ex-
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pression, the different tenses and various idiomatic phrases need
to be given.
Recitation of longer poems might be attempted.
Reading:

Teachi~~

A deli-berate attempt has to be made to increase the range of
vocabulary at their active command.
text is called for than before.
cour~ed

•

More detailed study of the

Oral reading also should be en-

The main function of supplementary readers should be to

provide practice in rapid reading and in general. comprehension and,
secondly, to stimulate a desire for reading English.
Teaching \{ri tiM:
Exercises might center round the text in the form of substitution
tables, matching, multiple choice, and dictation of simple passages.

In addition to these, simple summaries and precis writing

(from general books and not the text) might be attempted.
The pupils should also learn how to write letters--personal
and business--letters of complaint, of acceptance, of rejection,
which have practical utility.
Composition exercises on simple themes and filling in story
outlines may also be attempted.

-

Fifth Year
Teaching Speaking:
More advanced dialogue, simple dramatic readings, short talks
on interesting 1hemes, narration of daily incidents need to be encouraged.

Simple debates that can help group expression and group
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activity in the class should be encouraged.
Teaching Reading:
The study of text and supplementary readers will continue.
More difficult structures will now need to be practiced.
LibraFY reading (magazines, simple extracts from prose and poetry) might be introduced at this stage.
Teaching Writing:
franslation
and

~

~ ~

exercise

~

!h!

mother tonro;e into English

versa might form part of the "Irl tten vlOrk.

Composi tlon

exercises of the previous year may be continued in a more advanced
form.
Sixth Year
At this stage every attempt should be made to round off the
learning of the language.
~ils

~ia$,

Special care should be taken to train pu-

in acquiring skill by making Yi!

~

dictionarie§, encyolope-

referenc!st and current newspapers.

Making English useful
"

tor everyday life will be the aim.
The language work will continue as before, equal emphasis being given to the four aspects of understanding, speaking, reading
and writing.

Attempts will be made to introduce the pupils to

tiful but simPle pieces

~

~

prose and poetry 12£ appreoiation.

Regarding grammar, stress should be laid throughout on correct
usage, and this should be taught in olose conneotion
composition~.

~ ~ ~

If this is done, there will be no need for formal

teaching of grammatioal rules at any stage.

B21!.

1.

For implementing this syllabus use will have to be
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mad.e of a scheme of 5raded structu.1"es of the English lunguaee such
as those recommended by the Madras Syllabus, or the one drawn up by

Prof. Gatenby for Andhra.

Accordingly, a series of new-type text-

books on this pattern will have to be vlri tten.

(Example; Deepak

Readers by J. P. Forrester.)

2.

In order to teach correct speech habits related to the En-

glish language, it is suggested that teachers, wherever possible,
may use Linguaphone records, e.g. B.B.C. Records,
Radio. tt

~~d "~lg1ish

by

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
The following conclusions and recommendations summarize the
findings of this study.

In the light of historical experience and

present fact, the Indian child should be educated at the elementary
~tage

through either his mother-tongue or the regional language.

~lish

may be taught as a subject in the last two years of elemen-

~ary

school, for early years are the best years for learning a for-

~ign

language.

~ourse.

English must be oompulsory throughout the secondary

Generally Indians are convinced that the English language

nas a world force capable of defending itself in spite of the many
oontroversies, a foroe which should not only be retained in India
but given an important place in its national life, for the simple
reason that the Indians need it--as muoh as they need Western machinery and science.

As Mahatma Gandhi pOinted out:

English is a language of international commerce, it is the language of diplomaoy and it contains many a rich literary treasure, it gives us an introduction to Western thought, science
and culture. For a few of us, therefore, a knowledge of English is necessary. They can carryon the departments of national commerce and international diplomacy, and for giving
to the nation the best of Western literature, thought and
science. l

1M• K. Gandhi, "To The Stugents", Ahmedabad: Navajivan Publish-

~ng House, 1949, p.

527---
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But even the great leader did not foresee that in a democratic republic, equal opportunities and equal rights must be given to all
regardless of caste, color, or creed.

So the teaching of English

language arts in all India's secondary schools should be a must.
As it was pointed out, the teaching of English in Madras secondary schools does not have proper statements of objectives.

Even

to this day there is only the traditional way of teaohing grammar
for grammar's sake.

There is Virtually no attempt to justify the

contents of the curriculum to the pupils and objectives relative to
appreciation of literature or personal adjustment in the Madras syllabus.

Evaluation of the pupils was solely by examination.

uniform because the teaching was bookish and superfioial.

It was
There was

no oorrelation between the English language arts and the Indian culture and its needs.

Since this approach makes the teaching of En-

glish an appendage to the university, it articulates poorly with the
elementary schools.

In an effort to find out an effective way by

whioh pupils in Madras State could attain a working knowledge of the
Engl1sh language by the end of the seoondary school stage, a review
was made of the courses of study in ten large oities in the United
States, for as Leavitt says, "Our teaohing will improve if we share
our ideas and experiences with one another. u2 The statements of objectives of English instruction studied and tabled in the secondary
school systems and in research materials have led the writer to the
2Les11e W. LeaVitt, The Teaching ~ English
dents, New York: 1941, p.-;7

12
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~ollow1ng
~evelop

~ive

conclusions.

The Madras secondary schools should try to

in each pupil to the maximum of his individual ability these

aims, as they have been developed by the Rational Council of

reachers of English:
1.

Olear and logical thinking

2.

CommlUlication of thought with clarity and with a degree of
correctness acceptable to those with whom he is communicating

3.

Sensitivity to beauty and sensibility for the feelings of
others by responding to imaginative literature

4.

Independence in finding, using and evaluating books and
other mass media of communication

5.

Awareness of the significance of the language and one t s
responsibility in using it.3

In determining the curriculum material, the major tasks must be
~hose of purposing, selecting, organizing, evaluating and relating. 4
~rposing
~lish

should decide on the particular changes in the use of En-

that should be sought in particular groups of children.

~ecting

Se-

should determine which activities and instructional materi-

~ls

will bring about the desired changes.

Organizing is the bring-

~ng

together of learners, ideas, and materials most effectively

fithin the physical limitations and time available in a particular
~lassroom.
~o

Evaluating is the developing and using of tools designed

find out what changes have taken place in learners and making

3The National Council of Teachers of English, 1b! Epglish
Journal, Vol. XLVIII, No.6, September 1959. p. 306.

4~he Elementary School Journal, Vol. 59, No.6, University of
'hicago, p. 314.
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judgments as to whether these changes are sufficient in degree and
quality for each learner involved.

Finally, relating is concerned

with tying in particular classroom experiences to life problems.
The teaching of English in Madras secondary schools exists in splendid isolation from the dynamics and problems of Indian life.

It had

neither received the stimulus of Indian life and culture nor helped
learners relate to the intense problems of living that surround
them.

So the curriculum content must be related to the social ide-

als and must orient the learner to Indian life, culture, literature
and history.
The methods of giving English instruction in Madras secondary
schools have tended to stifly individuality.

Memoriter learning,

loaded by an examination system which removed all eValuation responsibility trom the teachers, tostered a narrowness rather than a release of individual creativity.

Uniformity, rigidity, and bookish-

ness had rather completely stifled meaning and purpose--both of
which are central to sound education.

Interest, curiOSity, creativ-

ity and joyous enthusiasm in teaching beoame rare indeed.

The

teacher is the most important single element in any teaching situa~ion.

Very often it is said: "There are no good or bad methods,
~here are only good or bad teaohers. u5 Any oombination with which
~

good English teacher can produce the best results with his student

~opulation

tor the community is the right method.

An English teaoher should be able to recognize the individual
5Pinocchiaro, p. 10.
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differences among pupils and to provide for the individual's success
through an adjustment of subject matter and methods.
follow inflexible criteria for all.

He should not

The materials must be within

the range of the different pupils' talents.

All possible sources 01

motivation or approaches must be adopted to make the daily class an
experience in living.

He should create in the pupils a thirst for

knowledge through the medium of the subject.

He should encourage

pride in achievements and independence in approaching and solving
problems.

As pointed out in this study, he should develop in the

pupils the power to read intelligently, to speak purposefully, to
~rite

~ot

effeotively and to listen carefully.

English teaching must

be textbook-centered but people centered.

Through the various

techniques and methods he must instill an enjoyment of the subject.
In short, the English teaoher should strive to be an example, a
guide, a salesman, a fellow worker. and frequently an energetic
drill master.
An evaluation of English education must not be done solely by

examination.
~hich

A true eVa1uation program should employ teohniques

are suffioiently comprehensive and varied to measure the ob-

jectives of English instruotion.

Teachers should consider oral and

written reports, participation in class, library reading reports and
the various aotivities that lend themselves to eValuation.

Neuman

has clearly pointed out:
Real evaluation includes the written comment, the praise for
the smoothly related sentences, the nicely turned phrase, the
clear organization--even just the unusually neat paper, it also
inoludes the suggestions for improvement, specific enough to be
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of real help, but not flatly discouraging.6
The Task
- Ahead
Madras secondary schools face a large and very difficult problem of teaching effectively the English language in a manner in
keeping with objectives based as well on Indian life, culture and
civilization.

A final suggestion and strong recommendation concerns

the text-books which are used at present.

The present text-books

are mostly written by incompetent people, some of whom according to
critics7 get out of breath if they have to speak English for five
minutes.

The Indian Government should realize that this is a work

which should be entrusted to people of highest imagination and
understanding who are experts in the field.

Therefore, the central

government should get competent English authors to come to India,
pay them well, show them how Indians live, sleep and talk, make them
study their interests, attitudes, aspirations and achievements, and
ask them to weave English around these things to find contacts between the English language and the Indian Ttlay of life.

A writer

whose business is to study and paint life in words will know how to
paint an Indian scene, putting in that something which will hold the
~iece

together as a living interesting whole, and capture the atten-

tion and interest of the Indian children and motivate them to learn
6Margaret E. Neuman, t1Evaluatinp: Written com~ositionll,
Illinois Written Composition, October, 1956, p. 1 •
7Iqbal Ahmad, "~ Teaching S21. English .!n India't, English,
Vol. XII, No. 70, London: Oxford University Press, 1959, p. 137.
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more and more.

This suggestion should prove even economically a

sound investment, for prescribed through the secondary schools all
over India, the English text-books would pay back their cost many
times over within a year.

This would give the Indian youth the ad-

vantage of growing up with the proper use of the English language,
even if the authorities are not able to give at this stage the othel
facilities offered by richer countries.
There is a considerable measure of excitement about educational
development and reorganization in India.
many types are emerging.

PrOmising innovations of

Relations between education and the vast

community development program are carefully being fostered.

Exten-

sive in-service programs are being set up by the All India Council
for Secondary Education through the secondary teacher training colleges.

In this great task of reorganization of teaching, the author

Sincerely hopes that this study will serve not only Madras secondary
schools but make a contribution to the teaching of English in India.
Rise, India, Thy children sing thy praise.
Oh, Thou Dispenser of India's destiny,
Victory, victory, victory to Thee!
,

,
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APPENDIX
1127 North Oakley Blvd.
Chicago 22, Illinois
April 10, 1959
The Director
Curriculum Department
Sir:
I am planning a Course of Study in English for the Madras Secondary Schools in India.

India is like a laboratory where many

systems of education have been tried.

The general consensus of the

people is that English should stay, and I sincerely hope that my
doctoral dissertation on "The Teaching of English in Madras Secondare Schools" may be a small contribution in planning secondary education in the democratic republic of India.
At the very outset I must tell you that English is only a second language in India, and in the State of Madras the students do
not hear, or speak, or have any opportunity to write except in the
classroom.
This general plan of "what should be the curriculum in English
in the Madras Secondary Schools?" may be broken down into such subordinate problems as the following:
"What should be the objectives of English instruction in the
Madras Secondary Schools?"
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"What methods of instruction should be used in English instruction?"
ItWhat devices will best motivate the learning of English ••• ?"
"What methods of evaluating aptitude for English instruction
and the attainment of English objectives should be used in
the Madras Secondary School?"
In seeking for an answer to the above problems, I think a copy

ot study

in

English both on the Elementary and on the Secondary

level may be ot some positive help.

May I please request you to

send me copies of the following:
1)

Oourse of Study in English on the Secondary level

2)

Oourse of Study in English on the Elementary level

It there is any charge for the above copies, I will be happy

to reimburse you.

Thank you for your kind co-operation.
Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Rev. Singarayer Fernando
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